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Abstract
By equipping vehicles with the on-board wireless facility, the newly emerged vehicular
networking targets to provision the broadband serves to vehicles. As such, a variety of
novel and exciting applications can be provided to vehicular users to enhance their road
safety and travel comfort, and finally raise a complete change to their on-road life. As the
content distribution and media/video streaming, such as Youtube, Netflix, nowadays have
become the most popular Internet applications, to enable the efficient content distribution
and audio/video streaming services is thus of the paramount importance to the success of
the vehicular networking. This, however, is fraught with fundamental challenges due to the
distinguished natures of vehicular networking. On one hand, the vehicular communication
is challenged by the spotty and volatile wireless connections caused by the high mobility of
vehicles. This makes the download performance of connections very unstable and dramat-
ically change over time, which directly threats to the on-top media applications. On the
other hand, a vehicular network typically involves an extremely large-scale node population
(e.g., hundreds or thousandths of vehicles in a region) with intense spatial and temporal
variations across the network geometry at different times. This dictates any designs to be
scalable and fully distributed which should not only be resilient to the network dynamics,
but also provide the guaranteed quality-of-service (QoS) to users.
The purpose of this dissertation is to address the challenges of the vehicular networking
imposed by its intrinsic dynamic and large-scale natures, and build the efficient, scalable
and, more importantly, practical systems to enable the cost-effective and QoS guaranteed
content distribution and media streaming services to vehicular users. Note that to effective-
ly deliver the content from the remote Internet to in-motion vehicles, it typically involves
three parts as: 1.) an infrastructure grid of gateways which behave as the data depots or
injection points of Internet contents and services to vehicles, 2.) protocol at gateways which
schedules the bandwidth resource at gateways and coordinates the parallel transmissions to
different vehicles, and 3.) the end-system control mechanism at receivers which adapts the
receiver’s content download/playback strategy based on the available network throughput
to provide users with the desired service experience. With above three parts in mind, the
entire research work in this dissertation casts a systematic view to address each part in
one topic with: 1.) design of large-scale cost-effective content distribution infrastructure,
2.) MAC (media access control) performance evaluation and channel time scheduling, and
3.) receiver adaptation and adaptive playout in dynamic download environment.
In specific, in the first topic, we propose a practical solution to form a large-scale and
cost-effective content distribution infrastructure in the city. We argue that a large-scale
infrastructure with the dedicated resources, including storage, computing and communi-
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cation capacity, is necessary for the vehicular network to become an alternative of 3G/4G
cellular network as the dominating approach of ubiquitous content distribution and data
services to vehicles. On addressing this issue, we propose a fully distributed scheme to
form a large-scale infrastructure by the contributions of individual entities in the city, such
as grocery stores, movie theaters, etc. That is to say, the installation and maintenance
costs are shared by many individuals. In this topic, we explain the design rationale on how
to motivate individuals to contribute, and specify the detailed design of the system, which
is embodied with distributed protocols and performance evaluation.
The second topic investigates on the MAC throughput performance of the vehicle-to-
infrastructure (V2I) communications when vehicles drive through RSUs, namely drive-thru
Internet. Note that with a large-scale population of fast-motion nodes contending the chan-
nel for transmissions, the MAC performance determines the achievable nodal throughput
and is crucial to the on-top applications. In this topic, using a simple yet accurate Marko-
vian model, we first show the impacts of mobility (characterized by node velocity and
moving directions) on the nodal and system throughput performance, respectively. Based
on this analysis, we then propose three enhancement schemes to timely adjust the MAC
parameters in tune with the vehicle mobility to achieve the maximal the system through-
put.
The last topic investigates on the end-system design to deliver the user desired media
streaming services in the vehicular environment. In specific, the vehicular communications
are notoriously known for the intermittent connectivity and dramatically varying through-
put. Video streaming on top of vehicular networks therefore inevitably suffers from the
severe network dynamics, resulting in the frequent jerkiness or even freezing video play-
back. To address this issue, an analytical model is first developed to unveil the impacts of
network dynamics on the resultant video performance to users in terms of video start-up
delay and smoothness of playback. Based on the analysis, the adaptive playout buffer
mechanism is developed to adapt the video playback strategy at receivers towards the
user-defined video quality. The proposals developed in the three topics are validated with
the extensive and high fidelity simulations.
We believe that our analysis developed in the dissertation can provide insightful lights
on understanding the fundamental performance of the vehicular content distribution net-
works from the aspects of session-level download performance in urban vehicular networks
(topic 1), MAC throughput performance (topic 2), and user perceived media quality (topic
3). The protocols developed in the three topics, respectively, offer practical and efficient
solutions to build and optimize the vehicular content distribution networks.
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1.1 Motivation and Background
The advent of advanced communication technologies in the past decades has ushered the
era of information age. To date, the high-rate instant access to the media-rich information
(e.g., online gaming and video on demands) and ubiquitous communications to each other
(e.g., emails and social networks) have already become an integral part of our daily life.
As reported in [2], the average Canadian spends 18 hours a week on the Internet, which
has outpaced the time spent on watching TV.
Although vehicles nowadays represent the third place, after home and office, where a
regular citizen spends more time daily, the high-rate and ubiquitous information access and
communications in vehicles are still not available or very expensive in most regions of the
world. As reported in [3], Americans spend 15 hours on average in a car each week. This
is to say, in around 8.9% of a day, people would have very limited or no Internet access at
all. The surge demand of ubiquitous access thus drives the vehicular communication ever
more important.
Catering to the ever-increasing demand of vehicular communications, the vehicular
networks (alternatively known as vehicular ad hoc networks (VANETs)) have recently
been proposed. As shown in Figure 1.1, by equipping vehicles with the on-board wireless
transceivers and computerized control modules, and meanwhile deploying the Internet gate-
ways on the roadside (namely roadside unit (RSU)), the vehicles are able to communicate
and connected as a network in two modes: the inter-vehicle communication (alternatively
known as vehicle-to-vehicle (V2V) communication) for data message exchange among peer
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vehicles, and the vehicle-to-RSU (V2R) communication to provide the Internet access to
vehicles with the assistance of RSU.
Over such a platform, three thrusts of applications can be provided to vehicles on the
move. The first thrust is related to the road safety. By exchanging and propagating the
road traffic information among vehicles using the V2V communications, drivers can be
effectively notified on the traffic conditions and accordingly response timely to avoid the
possible accidents and other extreme consequences. Figure 1.2 shows examples of the safe-
ty applications including the erratic lane changing, intersection collision warning, etc. The
second thrust is as a key enabling technology of the Intelligent Transportation System-
s (ITS). For example, using the vehicular networks, real-time road traffic information can
be delivered to vehicles, and guide drivers to optimize their driving routes to avoid traffic
jams and reduce the travel time. By installing wireless facility on the traffic lights and
making them communicate with the driving through vehicles, adaptive traffic scheduling
can be realized to enhance the road capacity with the smooth traffic flow. The third thrust
is on the infotainment applications as a means to enhance the travel comfort of passengers.
For example, through the V2V communications in proximity, passengers on the board can
transfer files among each other, chatting online or playing games on the road. By con-
necting to the Internet through RSUs, travellers can surf the web, watch Youtube videos
and access various media-rich applications just as they have at home. To summarize, the
vehicular networks can make our travel more safe, pleasant and efficient.
Motivated by the significant commercial and social benefits brought by the vehicular
networks, much standardization and research effort has been undertaken worldwide in the
past decade to enable vehicular communications. Notably, the U.S. Federal Communi-
cations Commission (FCC) has allocated 75 MHz of spectrum in the 5.9 GHz frequency
band exclusively used for the Dedicated Short Range Communications (DSRC) on vehic-
ular networking. Over the DSRC spectrum, the IEEE 802.11 standard body has proposed
a new amendment, IEEE 802.11p, to support the Wireless Access in Vehicular Environ-
ment (WAVE). Meanwhile, prominent automobile corporations in the worldwide have also
lunched important projects to promote vehicular broadband communications. For instance,
Mercedes-Benz proposes to deploy the “InfoFuel” stations along the roads to fuel on-road
vehicles with the high throughput Internet access using the IEEE 802.11a radio [4]. Gen-
eral Motors launched the “OnStar” to provide the subscription-based communications and
in-vehicle security on the move [5], and Toyota builds “Toyota Friend” to facilitate the
social communications among owners of Toyota cars [6].
In this dissertation, we mainly focus on the third thrust of VANET applications. In
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Figure 1.1: Vehicular communication on the road
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(a) Erratic Lane Changing
(b) Intersection Collision Warning
Toll
(c) Toll Collection
Figure 1.2: Application examples of VANET
to provision the quality-of-service (QoS) guaranteed media content distribution services1,
such as live video streaming, content file distributions to vehicles on the move.
1.2 Research Challenges
Although with a bright future ahead, the way to efficient content distributions in VANETs
is still fraught with fundamental engineering challenges. This mainly attributes to the
following two distinguished features of VANETs.
1.2.1 High Node Mobility
In VANETs, each communication node is a fast-moving vehicle. As a result, the V2V
and V2R communications are highly violative and susceptible to frequent interruptions
with the transient contact durations among nodes. For example, [7] investigates on the
download bandwidth of vehicles from the unplanned open residential WiFi access points
in Boston. It is shown that the plethora IEEE 802.11b access points deployed in cities
could provide vehicle nodes with the intermittent and short-lived connectivity, yet high
throughput when the connectivity is available. The transient and intermittent download
connectivity of vehicles inevitably renders significant impairments to the on-top content
distribution applications, such as live and on-demand video streaming to vehicles.
1Rather than focusing on the packet level performance, the key of content distribution network design
is to guarantee the session level performance of users, e.g., download delay of whole content. This will be
elaborated in Chapter 2
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Moreover, the dramatic changing connectivity and locations of vehicles lead to the
dynamic network topology. This dictates any content distribution protocols to be resilient
to the topology change and can self-heal quickly. Note that the mobility of vehicles are
pertained to the road layout and presents specific patterns in different road environments.
For example, the trajectory of vehicles on the highway is one-dimensional, and it is two-
dimensional in the urban areas with dense street intersections. The heterogeneity and
diversity of the vehicle mobility and topology patterns in VANETs thus indicate that
there is no “one-for-all” solution to form the content distribution networks. Instead, to
address the network dynamics and heterogeneities, the key is to exploit the specific mobility
patterns of vehicles in different deploying environments, and accordingly adapt the content
distribution system and strategies to the particular topology patterns.
1.2.2 Large Network Scale
The VANETs are typically of large-scale involving several hundreds or even thousands of
nodes communicating at the same time, such as all vehicles on one highway section, in
the downtown area of a city, or even in a region of multiple cities. Therefore, the content
distribution networks must be scalable to the network size.
Moreover, due to the fast mobility of vehicles, the node density of the network presents
apparent spatio-temporal variations. As reported in [8], by analyzing the real-world traces
collected in Berkeley, California and Toronto, Canada, it is shown that highway traffic
drastically changes over time (of different scales) across geographic locations. Also, it is
intuitive that within a city, the vehicle density in the downtown area is typically greater
than that in the outskirts. Even on the same road segment in a city, the vehicle density
could fluctuate dramatically over time and is affected by the nearby traffic conditions.
Therefore, a practical design of the content distribution system needs to self-organize and
be adaptive to the spatial- and time-varying road traffic.
1.3 Our Approach and Contributions
In this dissertation, we report our solutions to provision QoS controlled vehicular content
distribution services by addressing the aforementioned challenges. As shown in Figure 1.1,
in a typical content distribution network, the content files are retrieved from the media
servers residing in the remote Internet and then delivered to vehicles through the RSUs
(or gateways/data depots/access points) along the trajectory of vehicles. Note that with
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random mobility, vehicles tend to have random connectivity to RSUs, and need to share
the RSUs with many other vehicles simultaneously, the service quality perceived at the
receiver is affected by multiple ingredients simultaneously, including the availability of
RSUs, available resource at each RSU and the specific requirements of on-top applications.
An integrated system design thus needs to address all the aspects. From this perspective,
we generally divide the design of content distribution network into three research topics,
i.e., infrastructure formation, RSU resource allocation and receiver adaption, and address
each topic in one chapter as follows:
1.3.1 Practical Solution on Constructing Content Distribution
Infrastructure
In the first topic, we propose a practical solution to build the large-scale infrastructure
for the content distribution in the urban vehicular network. We claim that the dedicated
infrastructure with reserved computing, capacity and buffer resource is a must to provide
the QoS guaranteed content distribution services (e.g., news, advertisement broadcasting)
to users in the urban. However, to form the large-scale infrastructure is a daunting task, if
not impossible, due to the intensive investment cost and the dirty installation and main-
tenance work involved. In this thesis, we propose VTube, a cost-effective and large-scale
infrastructure for content distribution to urban vehicular networks. In specific, VTube
relies on the distributed low-cost storage buffers, namely roadside buffer (RSB), installed
in the city facilities, such as stores, museums, cafeteria, etc., to provide content distri-
bution services to vehicular users. Each RSB has a local buffer storage, and is equipped
with a wireless transceiver which can communicate with the vehicles driving through its
communication coverage and upload the stored files to vehicles. It is important to note
that the RSBs spread in the city are installed, manipulated and maintained by distributed
owners, such as grocery stores, movie theaters, etc., without the involvement of any central
controller. This is enabled by two reasons. First, RSBs are low-cost devices which can be
managed using wireless communications and are not connected to the Internet for any
charges of bandwidth. Second, the RSBs bring benefit with the commercial usages such
as advertisement distribution. RSBs across in the city are designed as an integrated whole
to form VTube to serve the content distribution applications to vehicles. In this thesis, we
unfold the design of VTube by first presenting the detailed design principles and practices
of VTube. Given the content popularity and capacity of the buffer storage, we then devel-
op a mathematical model to evaluate the mean download delay of contents for vehicular
users. Using the estimated delay as an input, we formulate the content replication problem
in RSBs as a stochastic programming problem to attain the mean system-wide minimum
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download delay. Finally, we propose a fully distributed random walk based algorithm to
solve the optimization problem. Using extensive simulations, we demonstrate that VTube
can minimize the download delay of users because of the exploitation of vehicle mobility
and distributed buffer storage at different locations.
Contributions: The contributions of this research are two-fold. First, VTube is a very
practical solution on the headache issue of vehicular infrastructure construction. It in-
volves distributed entities to share the hardware cost, installation and acquaintance work
of devices. Moreover, the formed infrastructure is extensible to serve different types of
mobile users, such as smartphone, tablet users, etc., and behaves as a generic platform to
support a variety of content distribution applications, such as news broadcast, road traffic
monitor and information collector. Second, we propose the distributed algorithm for the
content replications in RSBs. Thanks to the proposed algorithm, RSBs in VTube can be
installed and managed distributedly and VTube can be additively formed with the newly
deployed RSBs easily merged to the existing infrastructure.
1.3.2 MAC Performance Evaluation
In the second topic, we investigate on the MAC throughput performance of the V2R com-
munications. In specific, motivated by the pervasive adoption and great success of WiFi,
the newly proposed IEEE 802.11p standard adopts the contention-based IEEE 802.11e ED-
CA (Enhanced Distributed Channel Access) scheme as its MAC. Originally designed for
the static indoor applications, the throughput performance of IEEE 802.11 MAC protocol
in the outdoor vehicular environment is however unclear and arguable, especially in the
scenario with a large number of fast-moving nodes transmitting simultaneously. In this
thesis, we develop a mathematical model to evaluate the throughput performance of IEEE
802.11b DCF (Distributed Coordination Function) scheme in the highly mobile vehicular
networks. The developed model is based on a three dimensional Markov chain model which
incorporates the high node mobility with the modeling of DCF. By solving the Markov
chain numerically, we show the impacts of vehicle mobility (characterized by node velocity
and moving directions) on the resultant nodal and system throughput, respectively. Based
on the developed model, we demonstrate that the throughput of DCF may reduce with
the increasing node velocity. This is because that with the high mobility, distance between
vehicles and RSUs change dramatically, resulting in the fast changing transmissions rates.
However, the legacy DCF scheme cannot adapt quickly enough in tune with the changing
transmission rates and hence fail to fully utilize the transient high throughput connectivi-
ty of vehicles. As a remedy to that, we propose three amendments to DCF to adaptively
adjust the DCF parameters according to the node mobility. Using extensive simulations,
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we validate the accuracy of the developed analytical model and show the effectiveness of
the proposed amendments.
Contributions: The contributions of this research are two-fold. Firstly, this work rep-
resents the first study in literature to model the impact of node mobility on the MAC
performance of V2R communications. By showing the resultant system throughput per-
formance at different vehicle traffic conditions, the work provides insightful lights on the
real-world deployment of the V2R communications. Moreover, using the proposed analyt-
ical model, the optimal setting of DCF parameters can be determined. This enables the
optimal and adaptive configurations of DCF according to the vehicle traffic flow. Secondly,
this work proposes effective amendments to DCF to improve its performance in the outdoor
dynamic environments.
1.3.3 Adaptive Video Playback
Networked video streaming, which represents the most advanced content distribution ser-
vice over Internet, has achieved tremendous success in the past decade. However, to
delivery the high-quality video services to vehicles is still a very, if not the most, challeng-
ing task. This is because that with the limited and intermittent connectivity of vehicles,
the download rate tends to be very low and intensively fluctuating all the time which can
hardly afford the strict QoS requirements of the on-top video applications. As an effort to
address this issue, in the last topic of this thesis, we propose the optimal design of the video
receiver at the user end to enable the user-oriented smooth video playback at vehicular
networks. To be specific, we first established an analytical framework to investigate on the
evolution of playout buffer at the receiver at dynamic networking environment. Notably,
the playout buffer is deployed at the receiver to absorb the dynamic packet arrivals, and
guarantee the smooth video playback. This is done by holding packets locally and mean-
while freezing the video playback for a short period until a threshold amount of packets
is reached before the video playback initiates. With packets dynamically arriving to the
playout buffer and then drawn for the application use by the upper layer video decoder,
the playback can sustain as long as the playout buffer is non-empty. That is to say, the
queue length of the playout buffer is an indicator of the smoothness of video playback. As
such, by analyzing the queue length of the playout buffer, we evaluate the user perceived
video quality in terms of video start-up delay and playback smoothness. In specific, we
consider two cases of finite and infinite playout buffers and model them as the G/G/1/N
and G/G/1/∞ queues, respective, with N denoting the buffer size. We then apply the
diffusion approximation and derive the close-form expressions of the queue length distri-
bution in the aforementioned two cases, respectively. Based on these results, we show the
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expressions of the media start-up delay and probability of media playback frozen, repre-
sented by the mean and variance of download and playback rates. Based on the developed
analytical framework, we further propose the adaptive playout buffer management schemes
to optimally manage the threshold of video playback towards the maximal user utility, ac-
cording to different quality-of-experience (QoE) requirements of end users. The proposed
framework is finally validated by extensive simulations.
Contributions: The primary contribution of this research is to establish a mathematical
mapping framework between the network QoS metrics and user perceived performance, i.e.,
QoE. In specific, from the networks perspective, the resource allocation of video services is
dimensioned by the QoS metrics such as throughput, packet loss rate, packet transmission
delay and delay jitters, etc. Those network QoS metrics, however, are not directive to
characterize the user perceived quality, which is referred to as QoE in literature. In order for
the networked video streaming to achieve the optimal QoE, the foremost issue is therefore
to establish a mapping between the QoE metrics and network Qos metrics. Our major
research goal in this part is to provide a simple, accurate and directive mathematically
translation between QoS and QoE. Using the developed framework, we then showcase how
to use this translation to 1. design the receiver and playback strategies to achieve the user
desired QoE provided the network throughput performance, and 2. design the network
resource allocation protocols given the QoE, respectively.
1.4 Thesis Outline
The rest of this thesis is organized as follows: Chapter 2 introduce the background knowl-
edge and basic concepts of VANETs. Chapter 3 presents a practical and cost-efficient solu-
tion on building the large-scale infrastructure for vehicular content distribution. Chapter 4
presents the model of the DCF MAC in the drive-thru Internet scenario and propose the
enhancement mechanisms to improve the performance DCF in the highly mobile vehicular
networks. Chapter 5 investigates on the impacts of the network dynamics on the video
quality perceived by end users, and accordingly propose the optimal receiver adaption
scheme to achieve the smooth video delivery in the vehicular networks. Finally, Chapter 6




This chapter first introduces the basic concepts and background knowledge of the emerging
vehicular networks and the content distribution applications. After that, an overview
and comparison of the existing works and technologies on the design and prototyping of
vehicular content distribution networks are provided.
2.1 Enabling Technologies of VANETs
2.1.1 Key Components of Vehicular Communications
Since the first stream-powered vehicle was invented for human transportation in 1769, the
vast and steady technological innovations over centuries have finally made vehicles evolve as
an advanced, integrated and intelligent system on the road. As a result, users have acquired
the persistently enhanced safety, comfort and convenience during the travel than ever
before. The newly emerged vehicular networking technology further ushers in a new era of
automobiles in which vehicles are enabled with wireless communications and connected as
an integrated network on the wheel. Figure 2.1 shows the enabling components needed for
vehicular communications based on the smart vehicle model described in [1]. It includes:
B Communication facility, also called on-board unit (OBU), to conduct wireless com-
munications among vehicles and RSUs. The OBU operates on the DSRC radio which
is specifically designed for short-range fast-motion vehicular communications. The


















Figure 2.1: On-board facilities for vehicular communications [1]
B Positioning System, such as a GPS receiver which can timely and accurately identify
the location information, such as latitude, longitude and velocity of vehicles.
B Sensors, which include the autonomous ranging sensors such as the front and rear
radars, cameras, and on-board sensors such as steering wheel angle sensors and wheel
speed sensors. The vehicular radar, such as the microwave, infrared and ultrasonic
radar, plays an important role for road safety by detecting and tracking the non-
communication vehicles or obstacles. The on-board sensors are important to assist
the efficient communications. For example, they can be used for motion and trajec-
tory prediction and accordingly provide valuable information to vehicular network
formation and optimization.
B Computing, display and event data recorder facilities to enable on-board data pro-
cessing, input/output and tracking to facilitate the vehicular communications.
Many of the above components, such as GPS, radars and on-board sensors, have already
been mechanized and widely deployed in vehicular transportation1. In the near future,
it can be envisioned that vehicles with the omni-capability of sensing, computing and
communication will be pervasive. VANET will connect them as a ubiquitous network on
the road.
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Figure 2.2: DSRC channel spectrum
2.1.2 Standardization of VANET
In 1999, the U.S. FCC allocated the 5.850 to 5.925 GHz frequency band for the ITS
applications. The 75 MHz DSRC spectrum is further divided into seven channels as shown
in Figure 2.2. Among the seven DSRC channels, the fourth channel (CH 178), namely
control channel, is exclusively used for the purpose of control, coordination and safety
message broadcasting. The first channel (CH 172) is unused and the last (high availability
low latency) channel (CH 184) is left for future use. The other four channels, namely
service channels, are for IP-based infotainment applications.
The operation of DSRC-based VANET communications is standardized by the WAVE
(wireless access for vehicular environment) protocol suite [9] as shown in Figure 2.3, where
the IEEE 802.11p standard specifies the MAC and physical layers and the IEEE 1609
protocol suite specifies the upper-layer operations, as
B IEEE 1609.1 (WAVE Resource Manager) that describes the key components of WAVE
system architecture and defines data flow and resource management protocols,
B IEEE 1609.2 (Security Services) that covers methods for securing WAVE management
and application messages,
B IEEE 1609.3 (Networking Services) that defines network and transport layer services,
including addressing and routing, etc.,
B IEEE 1609.4 (Multi-channel Operations) that defines the operations of the wireless
















Figure 2.3: WAVE protocol suite
B IEEE 802.11p (MAC and Physical protocols) that specifies the MAC and physical
layer operations of WAVE. The IEEE 802.11p protocol adopts the OFDM (Orthog-
onal Frequency Division Multiplexing) scheme in the physical layer which is similar
to IEEE 802.11a. IEEE 802.11p targets a transmission range between 300m and
1km. It can provide the data transmission rates of 9, 12, 18, 24, and 27 Mbps to
vehicles at the velocity of 0− 60 Km/hr, and 3, 4.5, 6, 9, and 12 Mbps at the vehicle
velocity of 60 − 120 Km/hr. In the MAC layer, the contention-based IEEE 802.11e
EDCA (Enhanced Distributed Channel Access) scheme is adopted to support the
QoS differentials of communications.
2.1.3 Real-World Evaluation of VANETs
As VANET is still in the infancy stage, a rich body of research has been developed to
validate the effectiveness of wireless communications in the presence of high vehicular
mobility.
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Ott et al., [10] report the first measurement of the communication between a moving
car with an external antenna and the roadside Wireless LAN access point (AP), namely
drive-thru Internet. They show that using the off-the-shelf IEEE 802.11b device, a vehicle
could maintain a connection to a roadside AP for around 600 meters and transfer 9MB of
data at the velocity of 80km/h using either TCP or UDP. Moreover, it is observed that
the data transmission rate in each drive-thru presents a bell-shape curve with the very low
rates when the vehicle enters and exits the AP coverage and transient high rate when the
vehicle is close to the AP. Accordingly, the communication session within each drive-thru
can be divided into three phases: entry phase, production phase, and exit phase, each of
around 200 meters in their experiments.
Bychkovsky et al., [7] have extended the experiments of drive-thru Internet in the
metropolitan area. In the experiment, they make nine vehicles driven under the normal
traffic conditions in the Boston metropolitan area, where vehicle is equipped with a wire-
less enabled computer and communicates with the “open” residential WiFi AP during the
driving. Through the analysis of measurement data collected in over 290 “drive hours”,
they report that the vehicles can successfully establish the AP connection and transmit
data at the velocity range from 0 to 60 km/h, with the mean duration of connections to be
13 seconds and the mean duration between connections to be 75 seconds. Therefore, this
experiment verifies the feasibility of communications between the moving vehicle to road-
side AP regardless the velocity in the urban. Moreover, they show that using the current
IEEE 802.11 protocol, it takes several seconds to setup the connection, which is intolerably
long and significantly reduces the effective communication time of the connection. As a
remedy to that, they propose an IP address caching scheme which can effectively reduces
the AP association delay by by-passing the DHCP.
2.2 Vehicular Content Distribution Networks
The term “content” refers to general digital files, such as text messages, audio/video files,
etc., which can be broadly classified as small- and medium-size contents of several or tens
of megabytes, such as music files, picture images and text messages, and large volume
contents, such as video files of hundreds megabytes or several gigabytes. Based on its
playback pattern at the receivers, the content distribution applications can be categorized
into two groups as:
B play-after-download, in which the playback of the contents commences after the entire
copy of the content file has been downloaded in the local cache
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B real-time streaming (or play-when-downloading) where the content or media playback
starts when the content is still downloading.
The play-after-download pattern can provide the best media playback quality to end users
in terms of the visual quality and playback smoothness, as the intact content files have
already been stored locally; nevertheless, it typically incurs the long start-up delay to users
who has to wait for the file download. The real-time streaming shortens the annoying start-
up delay with immediate media playback, but has the risk of frequent freezing of playback
and severe video distortions due to the variable network delays and unpredictable packet
losses.
The selection of the media playback pattern should not only cater to the specific content
file size, but also conform to the available network throughput. For example, the playout
of large volume contents should adopt the real-time streaming pattern in most scenarios
to avoid the overly long start-up delays. Nevertheless, the medium-size contents, such
as music files, should typically apply the download-then-play pattern for the guaranteed
playback quality at the cost of modest start-up delay. However, it is important to note that
the vehicular networks are highly dynamic with intermittent connectivity and intensively
changing throughput. For example, as vehicles moving on the road with varying traffics and
density of RSUs, the download throughput may change dynamically. As such, the content
playback should adapt to the specific physical environments and download performance of
vehicles along their trajectories. In Chapter 5 of the dissertation, we provide an analytical
framework to guide the adaptive content playout with variable download throughput.
It is also important to note that unlike the traditional research which largely focuses
on the packet-level performance, such as the packet losses and packet delays during the
communication, the emphasis of content distribution network design is to guarantee the
session-level performance and optimize the user’s perceived performance subject to the
application specific QoS or QoE requirements. For example, in the real-time video services,
the design goal is to achieve the smooth video playback with modest start-up delays and
high visual quality within the entire session of video playout. In the case of small content
distributions, the goal is to reduce the download delay of the entire content, whereas the
instantaneous transmission delays of individual packets are not that critical.
Moreover, in the context of vehicular networking, the content distribution network de-
sign should be tailored and adaptive to the specific deployment environments. Specifically,
different deployment scenarios, such as city urban, rural, highways, have entirely differ-
ent features in the road traffic and communication patterns. The approaches of content
distribution in different scenarios should therefore explore the specific features in different
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deployment environment. For example, in the urban area, there typical exist far more in-
frastructure devices, such as cellular base stations, WiFi access points, than other districts,
like the rural and highways. As such, the key is to explore the opportunistic high-rate V2R
connections to achieve the QoS guaranteed and cost-effective content distribution services
to vehicles. In the highway scenario, although the infrastructure is typically sparsely de-
ployed in order to save the deployment cost, as vehicles are moving in the one-dimensional
linear topology with the relatively static mobility pattern, it is more likely to form the
long-lasting V2V connections among vehicles and accordingly enable cooperations among
vehicles to collaboratively distribute the contents. However, with the diverse mobility be-
haviors (such as velocities and acceleration/decelations) in the highway, how to identify
the long-lasting V2V connections and utilize the diversity of vehicle mobilities are the key
to form effective cooperations for content distributions on the highway.
2.3 Related Works on Vehicular Content Distribution
Content dissemination in vehicular networks has recently attained considerable attention in
a vast literature, ranging from file sharing [11, 12], data ferrying [13], sensing [14] to media
streaming [15]. In what follows, we survey the recent works based on the architecture of the
content distribution network from two perspective: infrastructure-less content distribution
and infrastructure-based content distribution.
2.3.1 Infrastructure-less Content Distribution
Nandan et al. [11] introduce the first V2V content distribution protocol, namely SPAWN
(swarming protocol for vehicular ad-hoc networks), to enable the cooperative content re-
trieval and sharing among vehicles. In SPAWN, a file is chopped into multiple pieces and
swapped among vehicles in a BitTorrent (BT) style. Using the proximity-driven piece selec-
tion, SPAWN exploits the location information of vehicles for piece selection and download
which can outperform the traditional rarest first scheme used in BT.
Targeting to the same application scenario, Li et al. propose CodeOn [16], which
applies the network coding to facilitate the multicast content distribution on the highway.
In CodeOn, the interest contents are first encoded using the symbol level network coding,
which not only enhances the diversity of content blocks, but also makes the system robust to
the severe packet loss due to the harsh wireless channels. Within this framework, according
to the amount of useful content blocks each vehicle has, an optimal relay selection protocol
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is presented to maximize the downloading rate of the system. [17, 15, 18] also investigate
on the network coding based vehicular content distribution network.
Zhang et al. propose Roadcast [19] in which two functions are provided to facilitate
the efficient V2V content distribution. Firstly, a vector space model (VSM) based content
search is enabled to help vehicles hunt for the interested files from the ocean of content
files stored in the distributed vehicles. Secondly, a popularity-aware content dissemination
protocol is proposed to minimize the integrated download delay of files. Specifically, as-
suming the fixed amount storage in the network, [20] shows that the minimum download
delay of files is achieved when the number of file copies in the network is propositional to
square-root of their popularity in the system steady state. In the light of [20], Roadcast
assigns each file a cost value which is evaluated based on the popularity, size and estimated
download delay. According to its cost value, files are evicted from the node buffer with
different priorities, and finally the network is shown to converge to a stable state following
the “square-root” law as in [20].
Zhang et al. propose V-PADA [21] a vehicle-platoon-aware scheme to utilize the clus-
tering/platoon effect of vehicles on the highway for content dissemination. In specific, it
is shown in [22] that vehicles on the highway tends to form clusters on the road. As such,
vehicles within the same cluster can cooperative store contents and collaboratively dis-
tribute contents. Inspired by this idea, V-PADA deploys the stochastic time series analysis
to predict the movement of vehicles in the same platoon and based on the mobility of
vehicles to determine the content replications. As such, contents are optimally replicated
at distributed vehicles in a stable platoon to minimize the download costs of vehicles in
the platoon.
2.3.2 Infrastructure-based Content Distribution
Yuen et al. [23] investigate the non-cooperative content sharing in a mobile Infostation
system2 where a file is swapped among vehicles via social contacts: file is exchanged only
when nodes upon the opportunistic contact have mutually interested contents.
Zhang et al. [25] develops a content scheduling algorithm at RSUs to provide different
service priorities based on the data size and service deadline. In this case, given two
requests with the same deadline, the vehicle which requests for a smaller amount of data
will be served first. Given two requests asking for data with same size, the vehicle with an
2The concept of Infostation is early proposed in 1990s [24] which serves the same purpose as RSUs to
provide low-cost short-range communications to vehicles.
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earlier deadline will be served first. The algorithm is shown to outperform other scheduling
algorithms, such as first-come-first-serve, first-deadline-first, and smallest data size first
algorithms, to fully utilize the transient connection time of V2R communications.
Nandan et al. [26] describes AdTorrent to distribute the advertising contents pertaining
to a local area. In AdTorrent, static wireless digital billboards are deployed on the roadside,
continually pushing the advertising contents, e.g., hotel virtual tours, movie trailers, etc.,
to the driving through vehicles. Among the vehicles, the advertising contents are then
swapped in a BitTorrent style similar to SPAWN.
Huang et al. [27] propose to deploy buffer storages in the city to enable the content
retrieval of vehicles. Without involving the V2V communication, they seek the optimal
content replications along the path of vehicles to maximize the delivery ratio of contents
for each drive. On achieving this goal, it is assumed that the path information of vehicles






over Urban Vehicular Networks
3.1 Introduction
Although the large-scale distributions of multimedia and user-generated contents (e.g.,
Youtube, MySpace, etc.) have already become the most popular Internet applications1,
low-cost ubiquitous content distribution services to mobile users on-board vehicles are
however still a far dream to achieve. This not only attributes to the prohibitive bandwidth
capacities required by the content distribution applications, but is also caused by the
high bandwidth cost of traditional access networks. Notably, using the centralized cellular
networks, not only the aggregate bandwidth per user is very limited with the need to serve a
large group of users simultaneously2, but also the incurred cost per user is high. To provide
the low-cost broadband Internet access on the move, the city-wide WiFi is a plausible
solution. According to a recent survey conducted by Devicescape [29], among more than
2700 respondents all over the world, 81% smartphone users prefer using WiFi over 3G for
1Youtube, the most popular video sharing site, features over 40 million videos and attracts around 20
million subscriptions per month.
2Customers of AT&T are reported to encounter dropped calls, spotty service, and delayed text/voice
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Figure 3.1: Content distribution through VTube
data services; 91% WiFi users expect WiFi while on the road and 79% respondents believe
that WiFi should be free. However, the city-wide WiFi is still far to realize which is fraught
with technical [30], societal and political issues [31]. To summarize, a practical, efficient
yet low-cost content distribution infrastructure is desirable to assist the large-scale content
dissemination applications to mobile users.
In this work, we investigate on providing the low-cost large-scale content distributions
to vehicular users3 in the urban area. In particular, we question on how to construct a
scalable content distribution network in the city which could bypass any excessive and long-
term physical installations and investments and, more importantly, incurs the minimum
monetary expense on bandwidth to individual users? On addressing this issue, we propose
VTube, a fully distributed large-scale infrastructure to facilitate the low-cost content dis-
seminations. VTube is composed of a multitude of wireless buffer devices deployed on the
roadside, namely roadside buffers (RSBs). Each RSB is equipped with a wireless transceiv-
er, operating on the dedicated short-range communication (DSRC) radio, to communicate
with the nearby vehicles using the vehicle-to-infrastructure communications [32]; it can
selectively retrieve content files from the drive-thru vehicles and at the same time upload
the cached files to vehicles upon their requests.
3In this work, we slightly abuse the terms by using vehicular users, vehicles and vehicle nodes inter-
changeably to denote the mobile users on-board vehicles.
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Consider a motivating example as shown in Fig. 3.1 that a grocery store intends to
distribute its recent flyers to citizens using VTube. To do so, the flyers are first uploaded
to one or multiple RSBs nearby the store. The RSBs are then responsible to distribute
the content files (flyers) to vehicles driving through the area and let the vehicles spread
the flyers to other RSBs and vehicles across the city. In this process, the key issue is how
to enable the collaborative caching among RSBs and vehicles to fully explore the buffer
storage of RSBs and the mobility of vehicles to provide the best download performance to
users.
Unlike the conventional centralized infrastructure (e.g., cellular base stations), a unique
feature of VTube is that the infrastructure (i.e., RSBs) is deployed, owned and managed
by distributed entities, such as hotels, movie theaters, schools, etc., for the purpose to
distribute their own content files. For example, hotels may buy and deploy RSBs in their
parking lot to distribute the room photos to vehicles on the road. The movie theaters
can use their RSBs to periodically distribute the latest movie tailors to the public. In
other words, the formation of VTube relies on the contributions of many individuals in the
city with the shared investment cost and maintenance work. This is enabled due to the
following three features of RSB:
B Cheap and simple to install: RSBs are cheap and light-weight devices composed of
a wireless transceiver and small buffer. They can be configured and managed using
the wireless communications (similar to the management of WLAN routers), which
avoids the complex cabling works. As RSBs are deployed to distribute the local
contents generated by their owners, they are not necessarily connected to Internet.
As such, once deployed, RSBs incur no bandwidth costs to their owners.
B Easy to manage: the content distribution and buffer management of RSBs are purely
self-organized which adapt to the time-varying network conditions [8] (e.g., the den-
sity of vehicle traffic, buffer availability) and are tailored to meet the local download
demands. Therefore, except to regularly update the content files in their RSBs using
wireless connections, the owners are not involved in any further operations.
B Profitable: The RSBs can bring commercial benefits to their owners by distributing
the advertisements or other store information to the public. The RSBs can also be
used for localization purpose to help users locate the stores4.
The RSBs distributedly deployed in the city then cooperatively and collectively form
VTube. By relying the fast-motion vehicles to transport contents among RSBs, VTube
4By connecting to a RSB, users in proximity can get aware of the store running the RSB, and locate
the store through GPS and digital maps which can be buffered in the RSB.
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enables the city-wide content distribution services to vehicles. In this work, we primarily
make the following two contributions:
B We propose VTube, a new network architecture for low-cost content distribution
in urban vehicular networks. The proposed architecture is formed by distributed
infrastructure devices contributed by individual owners; with distributed entities
united to construct VTube and sharing the investment and maintenance costs, VTube
provides rich storage and bandwidth resource to users for media content distributions
in the city. While we primarily target on vehicular users in this work, VTube can
be easily extended to provide content distributions to a variety of other mobile users
with different wireless portable devices, such as smartphones, tablets, laptops, etc.
B We embody VTube with a fully distributed content replication algorithm such that
RSBs are enabled to intelligently and distributedly cache contents towards the max-
imal system objective. The proposed algorithm is based on the random walk algo-
rithm and is scalable to different network size. Using extensive simulations, we show
that the performance of the proposed algorithm approaches to the centralized global
optimal content replication.
The remainder of this chapter is organized as follows: Section 5.2 describes related
works, by positioning the original contributions of VTube. Section 3.3 presents the system
model and formulate the VTube design as an optimization problem. Section 3.4 discusses
on the solution of the problem and presents VTube protocol. The performance of VTube
protocol is verified in Section 3.5, and Section 5.7 closes the chapter with summary.
3.2 Related Works
This section provides a brief survey on the related works and highlight our contributions
in the light of existing literature.
The vehicular content distribution networks can be broadly categorized in two groups
as: V2V-based systems in which the content distribution mainly relies on the collaborations
among vehicles using the V2V communications, and the V2R-based systems which mainly




Nandan et al., introduce the first V2V-based content distribution protocol, namely SPAWN
(swarming protocol for vehicular ad-hoc networks) [11], to enable the cooperative content
retrieval and sharing among vehicles. In SPAWN, a file is first chopped into multiple pieces
and then swapped among vehicles in a BitTorrent (BT) style to facilitate the collaborative
download. Moreover, SPAWN exploits the location information of vehicles and use the
proximity-driven piece selection to schedule the piece transmission, which is shown to
outperform the traditional rarest first scheme of BT used in the wireline peer-to-peer
networks. Within the similar framework, Lee et. al., propose CodeTorrent [33, 34] which
deploys the network coding to maximize the mutual differences of content pieces stored
in the nearby vehicles, and accordingly reduce the search delay and coordinations of piece
transmissions. Unlike SPAWN and CodeTorrent, in VTube we mainly focus on the design
of the content distribution infrastructure and develop the distributed content replication
protocols in the proposed infrastructure system. However, note that we consider both
V2V and V2R communications, the proposed infrastructure system in VTube can work
complementarily with the V2V system described in [11, 33, 34].
Li et al. propose CodeOn [16] for efficient content distribution over highways vehicular
networks. In CodeOn, the content files are chopped into blocks and encoded using the
symbol-level network coding which makes the system robust to the lossy wireless channels.
Based on the amount of useful content blocks stored in distributed vehicle, an optimal
relay selection protocol is developed to distributedly select the relay nodes and forward
the content blocks over highways to the receivers. Similar to CodeOn, [15, 18, 17] also
investigate on efficient content distributions over highways using network coding, and [21]
develops a platoon-based content distribution protocol. In contrast to CodeOn, VTube
considers the content distribution in urban areas. Unlike that on highways, the V2V
connections in urban tend to be much more dynamic due to the diverse and complicated
mobilities of vehicles, and moreover the V2V communications has much lower capacity
and smaller coverage due to the intense interferences caused by the high node density
and shadowing and fading effects caused by complex building environments. In this case,
we argue that to explore the infrastructure is crucial. However, the approach to deploy
distributed infrastructure as proposed in VTube can also be extended on the highway
vehicular networks.
Acer et. al., propose [35] a V2V-based content distribution network to deliver the non-
real time content information in the metropolitan area using the bus network. By exploring
the stable bus schedule, predictable bus mobility and temporary storage at bus stops, [35]
proposes a routing protocol which takes the randomness of rod traffic into consideration
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to deliver a single-copy file from the source to destination. Unlike [35], VTube targets to
multicast a variety of files to a broad vehicles. However, it is interesting to combine the
bus network with VTube by deploying the RSBs at bus stops and exploring the predictable
bus mobility for content disseminations.
3.2.2 V2R-based System
In [25], Zhang et al., develop a scheduling algorithm at distributed RSUs to manage the
V2R accesses of vehicles for service differential content distribution. Note that vehicles have
transient and limited connection time to RSUs and diverse data volume to transmit. [25]
provisions high transmission priority to vehicles with less data or having urgent deadlines.
The algorithm is shown to outperform other scheduling algorithms, such as first-come-
first-serve, first-deadline-first, and smallest data size first algorithms, to fully utilize the
transient connection time of V2R communications.
Nandan et al. propose AdTorrent [36] to facilitate the distribution of advertising con-
tents pertaining to a local area. In AdTorrent, static wireless digital billboards are deployed
on the roadside which continually push the advertising contents, e.g., hotel virtual tours,
movie trailers, etc., to the vehicles in proximity. Among vehicles, the advertising contents
are then swapped in a BitTorrent style similar to SPAWN.
[25] focuses the content schedule and service provision at a single RSU. [36] investi-
gates on the content distribution over a small region without considering the collaborative
caching between wireless digital billboards and vehicles. In contrast, VTube targets to
support the content distribution infrastructure over a large region to a large-scale node
population. To do so, it is key to intelligently and fully utilize the buffer resource of the
infrastructure.
Trullols-Cruces et. al., proposes [12] to explore opportunistic contacts and cooperative
download among vehicles to enhance the content delivery rate. In specific, to distribute a
file to the receiver, multiple relay vehicles are selected to carry the content file from roadside
gateways to the in-motion receiver. This is enabled by the analysis of node mobility and
road traffic. Similar to [35], [12] focuses on the single-copy file delivery whereas VTube
focuses on multicasting files to a group of interested users.
Huang et al. propose to deploy buffer storages in the city to enable the content retrieval
of vehicles [27]. Without involving the V2V communications, [27] seeks the optimal content
replications along the path of vehicles to maximize the delivery ratio of contents for each
drive. On achieving this goal, it is assumed that the path information of vehicles is available
an input to a centralized system for a suboptimal solution. VTube differs from [27] in
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three aspects. Firstly, [27] assumes that the mobility trajectories of vehicles are given
and determine the content replications accordingly. VTube, however, assumes the random
mobility of vehicles given the statistics of the connection time to RSBs. Secondly, [27]
targets to maximize the number of content files that can be distributed to vehicles along
their trajectories. VTube targets to maximize the global system objective (such as average
download delay of users). Towards this goal, we develop the mathematical framework to
evaluate the file download delay given the contact intervals of vehicles to RSBs. Lastly,
[27] relies on the infrastructure for content distribution without the assistance of V2V
communications. VTube allows vehicles to share the download files.
3.3 System Model and Problem Formulation
In this section, we present the system model, including the RSB modelling, mobility of ve-
hicles and the utility function of vehicular users. Based on the system model, we formulate




We consider the city as a bounded region as an example shown in Fig. 3.2, where a set
R of RSBs are randomly deployed. Note that with different building environments and
diverse communication capabilities, RSBs at different locations would have different radio
coverage. Within their communication coverage, we consider RSBs to have the same data
transmission rate to vehicle nodes, denoted by CV2R. In this work, we allow vehicles to
communicate with each other to cooperatively disseminate the downloaded contents to each
other. Let CV2V denote the data transmission rate of V2V communications. Each vehicle is
equipped with a single-radio transceiver and communicate to only one node at each time.
We make CV2R > CV2V, and vehicles prefer to downloading from RSBs if RSB connections
are available. This is a working assumption as reported in [37], the throughput of the V2V
communication in a real-world measurement is less than one fifth of the throughput of the
vehicle-to-infrastructure communication.
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Table 3.1: Summary of Notations
Notations Description
R Set of RSBs in the region of interest
F Set of files published for download in the region of interest
P Popularity profile of files, where each element pi, i ∈ F, represents
the probability that a user subscribes to download file i upon
each download request
A Availability profile of files, where each element ai, i ∈ F, represents
the portion of users which have file i stored in the local buffer
B Caching profile of files, where each element xi, i ∈ F, represents
the probability that file i is stored in a randomly selected RSB
CV2R Communication data rate between RSBs and vehicles
CV2V Communication data rate between vehicles
BR Buffer size of RSBs
U (·) Utility function of vehicular users
U Global system objective (overall performance of network to optimize)
r Download throughput of vehicles when vehicles are outside the
communication range of RSBs
R Download throughput of vehicles when vehicles are inside the
communication range of RSBs
n Number of vehicles which are able to transmit to the tagged node, or
contend the channel for transmission with the tagged node
κi Number of blocks in file i
ti Mean download delay of file i
1/λ Mean sojourn time of vehicles inside the communication range of RSBs
1/µ Mean sojourn time of vehicles outside the communication range of RSBs
1/δ Mean file block download time of vehicles outside the communication
range of RSBs
1/γ Mean file block download time of vehicles inside the communication
range of RSBs
Γ (m, k) Mean first passage time of Markov process from state (m, k) to state (·, κi)
|·| Cardinality of set
〈·〉 Mean value of a random variable

















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Figure 3.2: Example of the RSB deployments. RSBs are represented by red circles with
diverse communication range due to the different communication environments.
Model of Node Mobility
The mobility of each vehicle node is represented by an on-off process based on its con-
nectivity to RSBs: a vehicle node is in state 0 if it is outside the coverage of any RSB;
otherwise, it is in state 1. Due to the random radio coverage and deployment locations of
RSBs, we model the sojourn time of vehicles in state 1 and state 0 by the unpredictable,
memoryless and continuous-time setting, following an exponential distribution with the
mean value 1/λ and 1/µ, respectively.
Model of Files
Let F denote the integrated set of content files available for download in the region of
interest. Throughout the work, each RSB is assumed to be manipulated by a distinct
owner; the owner uploads contents to its RSB at periodic intervals following the exponential
distribution with the mean ∆. RSBs have homogenous buffer size5 which is denoted by L.
When the buffer of RSBs overflows with excessive file uploading from vehicles, the oldest
5In practice, the RSBs would be produced by the same vendor with equal
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files stored in the RSB will be evicted6.
Throughout the work, we focus on the design of RSBs and assume that the buffer
management at vehicle nodes are predefined and out of the control. In specific, the vehicles
could have heterogenous and limited sized buffer storage, and randomly select files to evict
if their buffer overflows. The pattern of V2V content swap is also predefined which could
follow existing schemes, such as SPAWN [11].
With new files continually published at distributed RSBs and old files evicted from the
network, F dynamically changes over time. In the system, each file is characterized by a
three-tuple including file blocks, popularity and availability.
File Blocks Each content file in the system is divided into multiple non-overlapping file
blocks for delivery. That is to say, in order to finish downloading a file, a vehicle node
must collect all blocks of the requested file from either RSBs or other vehicles with the file
stored. A vehicle node can only redistribute a file to the others after it has the entire file
downloaded and recovered7. Let κi denote the number of blocks of file i, where i ∈ F. For
ease of analysis, we assume that all the blocks of files have equal size; with files having
different numbers of blocks, they are heterogenous in size. For computation simplicity, L,
CV2R and CV2V are normalized by the block size.
File Popularity and Availability Besides the number of file blocks, each content file in
the system is characterized by another two parameters, namely popularity and availability.
Definition 1 The popularity pi of a file i, where i ∈ F, represents the probability that
a vehicle subscribes to download file i upon each download request which it issues. The
popularity profile of F is a 1 × |F| probability vector P = {pi; i ∈ F}, where |·| indicates
the cardinality of set.
Definition 2 The availability ai of a file i, where i ∈ F, represents the probability that a
randomly selected vehicle has file i cached in its buffer. The availability profile of F is a
1× |F| probability vector denoted by A = {ai; i ∈ F}.
6It is interesting to investigate on the impacts of different buffer management schemes, e.g., least
frequently used (LFU) and least recently used (LRU) on the system performance, which however is out
the scope of this work.
7It can be extend by allowing vehicles to redistribute file blocks as long as certain blocks are downloaded
in entirety. We study the simplest case and leave the extension for future works
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Note that since F is dynamically changing over time, the popularity profile P and
availability profile A are also varying over time. In this case, RSBs stochastically select
files in F to cache in their buffer following the caching profile defined below.
Definition 3 Let bi denote the probability that a randomly selected RSB has file i stored in
its buffer. The caching profile of F is a 1×|F| probability vector denoted by B = {bi; i ∈ F}.
Mean Download Delay of Files
The performance of the system is characterized by the mean download delay of files. Let
τi denote the mean download delay of file i which starts when a download request of file
i is issued by a vehicle until the subscriber finishes downloading all the blocks of file i.
Given the distribution of RSBs and density of vehicle nodes in the concerned region, the
download delay τi is dependent on the availability of file i at RSBs, represented by bi, and
vehicles, represented by ai.
3.3.2 System Utility Function
For each file i, we assume that there is an underlying utility function Ui (τi) that specifies
the satisfaction of vehicular users on the download of file i provided the download delay
τi. Moreover, it is nature to assume that U (τi) is a monotonically decreasing function of
τi, i.e., reducing the download delay τi would monotonically increase the user’s utility of
file i.
The proposed system is designed to maximize a global system utility function U . In
essence, the system utility U represents the integrated utilities of vehicles. In general





wiU (τi) , (3.1)
where wi, i ∈ F, is a given positive weight. With different concerns, the system utility can
be adapted to achieve different design goals, as following examples:
User-centric Content Distribution
In this scenario, by tuning the weighting factor of each file equal to the corresponding
file popularity, the proposed system targets to optimize the user’s download experience by
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maximizing the integrated user satisfactions on the file dissemination. Mathematically, the




piU (τi) . (3.2)
Content-centric Content Distribution
The weighting factor wi can be set to be a predefined value which reflects the importance
of file i. For example, breaking news, important software patch, etc., can be assigned with
the large weighting factors and accordingly attain high priorities to be stored in RSBs.
This ensures those important files to be vastly stored and ubiquitously available.
Cost-centric Content Distribution
A practical concern of the proposed system is the physical cost of RSBs. With larger buffer
storage of RSBs, more files can be cached in each RSB, rendering reduced download delay
to users; nevertheless, it increases the cost of RSB hardware accordingly. Motivated by
this concern, the system utility can be modified by introducing the cost function in (3.1)




wiU (τi)−C (L) , (3.3)
where C (L) represents the physical cost of RSBs which is a non-decreasing function of





i∈F biκi represents the mean usage of RSB buffer storage. As such, the three designs
of the system as aforementioned can be solved using the unified formulation as described
below.
3.3.3 Problem Formulation
Given the network model introduced above, each RSB distributedly determine the optimal
caching profile B of files to attain the maximal system utility U , mathematically,
maximize U
subject to : Pr(X ≥ L) ≤ ε,
bi ∈ [0, 1], i ∈ F,
(3.4)
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where X denotes the usage of the RSB buffer storage at any time, and 0 < ε << 1 is a
predefined constant. The constraint of (3.4) specifies that the overflow probability of each
RSB should be no larger than ε.
Lemma 1 Let Xi, i ∈ F, be an independent binary random variable with the probability
mass function
Pr (Xi = 1) = bi, Pr (Xi = 0) = 1− bi,
which denotes whether file i is stored in a RSB or not. For X =
∑
i∈FXiκi with κi > 0,
which denotes the usage of RSB buffer storage, we have E (X) =
∑





i , we have




2 (v + κψ/3)
)
(3.5)
where κ = max{κi; i ∈ F}.
Proof 1 Refer to [38] (pp.25).
Theorem 1 Given the network modeling in previous subsections, the constraint of (3.4)
is achieved when







log2 ε− 2κL log ε. (3.6)
Proof 2 As shown in Appendix 3.7.1.











i∈F biκi ≤ L,
bi ∈ [0, 1], i ∈ F.
(3.7)
In (3.7), with A and P provided, tuning the caching profile B, i.e., content replications
in RSBs, will adapt the download delay τi of each file i and accordingly lead to different
system utility U . In this work, our goal is to determine the solution of (3.7) in a distributed
manner.
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Figure 3.3: State space and transitions of the two-dimensional Markov process
3.3.4 Evaluation of File Download Delay
To solve (3.7), the foremost issue is to identify the relationship between the file download
delay and the caching profile B. To this end, we randomly select a vehicle node from
the network (referred to as the tagged node) and evaluate its download delay of file i.
Specifically, based on the system model described in Subsection 3.3.1, we represent the
tagged vehicle node by a two-dimensional Markov process (Mi (t) , Ki (t)). Here, Mi (t) ∈
{0, 1} represents the mobility of the vehicle node according to the on-off model described
in Subsection 3.3.1, and Ki (t) ∈ {0, 1, ..., κi} represents the number of file blocks that the
tagged node has downloaded until time t. Fig. 3.3 shows the state space of the Markov
process and all the non-null transitions. In what follows, we evaluate the transition rates
of the Markov process according to the locations of the tagged node.
Tagged Vehicle Outside the Coverage of RSBs
When the tagged node is outside the coverage of any RSBs, it can only download from
nearby vehicles using the V2V communications; at each time, we refer to the set of vehicles
which are within the communication range of the tagged node as the neighbor nodes. Let
n denote the number of the neighbor nodes of the tagged node; n as a random variable and
let 〈n〉 and Var(n) denote its mean and variance. Assuming that the vehicular network
has an ideal MAC where the channel airtime is fairly shared among the nearby vehicles,




Qi (n) , (3.8)
where Qi (n) = 1− (1− ai)n, representing the probability that at least one neighbor node
of the tagged node has file i stored in its buffer, or equivalently, the probability that the
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tagged node can retrieve file i from its neighbor nodes. (n + 1) in (3.8) represents the
number of vehicles fairly sharing the channel.
Let δ denote the transition rate from the state (0, Ki (t)) to the state (0, Ki (t) + 1),
where Ki (t) ∈ {0, 1, ..., κi − 1}, as shown in Fig. 3.3. Assuming that the download time
of one block using the V2V communication follows the exponential distribution, δ is equal
to the mean V2V communication throughput 〈r〉 where r specified in (3.8). Taking the
expectation on n in both sides of (3.8), we approximate 〈r〉 using the second order Taylor
series approximation as shown in Lemma 2.
Lemma 2 With the second order Taylor approximation, we have









Proof 3 Refer to Appendix 3.7.2.
Tagged Vehicle Inside the Coverage of RSBs
In this case, the tagged node can download the demanded blocks from either neighbor
vehicles or the RSB. We assume that the tagged vehicle would select to download from
RSBs with high priority, if the connected RSBs have the desired file stored; otherwise, it
would download from neighbor vehicle nodes. This is because that RSBs have the greater
communication capacity than vehicles [37]. In this scenario, given that file i is stored at the




+ (1− bi) r. (3.10)
The first component on the right-hand-side of (3.10) represents the download rate from
the RSB with the ideal MAC applied, and the second component on the right-hand-side
of (3.10) represents the download rate using the V2V communications given that with
probability (1− bi) the RSB does not have the desired file i stored.
Let γ denote the transition rate from the state (1, Ki (t)) to the state (1, Ki (t) + 1),
whereKi (t) ∈ {0, 1, ..., κi−1}, as shown in Fig. 3.3. Similar to the previous case, we assume
that the download time of one block inside the RSB follows the exponential distribution.
Therefore, we have γ equal to 〈R〉 with R shown in (3.10). 〈R〉 can be approximated with
the second order Taylor approximation as in Lemma 3.
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Lemma 3 With the second order Taylor approximation, we have
〈R〉 ≈ biΦ + (1− b2) 〈r〉 , (3.11)







Proof 4 Refer to Appendix 3.7.3.
Mean First Passage Time
We evaluate the average file download delay by the mean first passage time stating from
the state Ki(0) = 0, i.e., no blocks are downloaded, until the state Ki(t) = κi, i.e., the
tagged node collects all the blocks. Let Γ (m, k) denote the first passage time stating when
the vehicle is in state (m, k) until all κi blocks are downloaded, mathematically,
Γi (m, k) = min{ t > 0|Mi (0) = m,Ki (0) = k and Ki (t) = κi}.









are the limiting probabilities that the tagged node is outside and
inside the coverage of RSBs, respectively, when the tagged node initiates the download
subscription of file i. The expression of τi is shown in Theorem 2.
Theorem 2 The average download delay of file i is
τi ≈
bi (Φ− δ)λ+ δ (λ+ µ) + κi (λ+ µ)2
bi (Φ− δ)µ (λ+ µ) + δ (λ+ µ)2
. (3.13)
Proof 5 Refer to Appendix 3.7.4.








Proof 6 Refer to Appendix 3.7.5.
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3.4 Protocol Description
By substituting (3.13) into (3.1), we can derive the solution of (3.7).
3.4.1 Sufficient Conditions for a Concave system utility Function





, for all i. That is to say the average download time of a file when vehicles
are outside the RSBs (evaluated as κi/δ) should be no smaller than the average
sojourn time of vehicle nodes outside the RSBs (evaluated as 1/µ). Otherwise, the
assistance of RSBs is negligible as the desired file can be downloaded easily through
V2V communications only before vehicles entering into the coverage of any RSBs.
B U (τi) is a non-increasing, twice differentiable concave function of τi. As an example
to explain the methodology, in this work we adopt
U (τi) = −τi and wi = pi, i ∈ F, (3.14)
for the simplicity.
According to Corollary (1) and Proposition (1), the system utility U is a concave
function of bi, and accordingly, the system utility maximization problem in (3.7) is a
convex optimization problem.
Proposition 1 Assuming that U (τi) is a non-increasing, twice differentiable concave func-
tion of τi, then U (τi) and system utility U are concave functions of bi.
Proof 7 Refer to Appendix 3.7.6.
3.4.2 Global Optimal Solution to (3.7)
Let B∗ denote the optimal caching profile. By examining (3.7) with the Karush–Kuhn–
Tucker (KKT) conditions as shown in Appendix 3.7.7, we have B∗ as
b∗i =
√
pi [κiµ (λ+ µ) + δ (µ− λ)]∑
j∈F κj
√
pj [κjµ (λ+ µ) + δ (µ− λ)]
(






− δ (λ+ µ)
µ (Φ− δ)
, b∗i ∈ B∗.
(3.15)
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As such, given the availability profile A and popularity profile P, each RSB should
select a content file i to cache with a probability of b∗i . We refer to this scheme as the
global optimal replication in RSBs.
The global optimal replication provides the optimal solution to (3.7). However, note
that both A and P are system parameters related to the file information across the whole
network. They are not available to individual RSBs or vehicle nodes when the network size
is large. Therefore, the global optimal replication scheme is not practical for large-scale
real-world deployment. Nevertheless, the global optimal replication provides a benchmark
for performance comparison with other replication schemes. In what follows, we propose
a decentralized algorithm to determine the content replication at RSBs.
3.4.3 Distributed Content Replication
In this part, we design a distributed algorithm to enable RSBs to select the appropriate
files to store according to (3.7) in a fully distributed manner. To achieve this goal, we






pi [κiµ (λ+ µ) + δ (µ− λ)]∑
j∈F κj
√
pj [κjµ (λ+ µ) + δ (µ− λ)]
. (3.16)
This can greatly simplify the algorithm design with modest performance degradation as
verified by simulations.
To help RSBs distributedly select each file i with the probability bdi from the network,
we adopt a random walk based algorithm over a file graph as follows:
File Graph
The file graph refers to as a graph connecting all the files stored in distributed vehicles. As
an example shown in Fig. 3.4, each vertex in the graph represents a file stored in a vehicle
node. Additionally, each vehicle has an anchor file, e.g., file j, which is selected from the
locally stored files in vehicles and has the largest value of
√
pjΦ [κjµ (λ+ µ) + δ (µ− λ)]
among the buffered files. Each vehicle node periodically broadcasts its anchor file infor-
mation, including the availability aj and download demand pj, to the neighbor vehicles.
How to measure the availability and download demand of files will be presented in Subsec-
tion 3.4.3. In the file graph, all files stored in the same vehicle node are fully connected,
and the anchor files among neighboring vehicles are fully connected, as shown in Fig. 3.4.
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Figure 3.4: File graph in VTube
Therefore, the file graph has a two-tier architecture where the top tier connects the anchor
files of vehicles and the underlying tier connects all the files inside a vehicle to its anchor
file.
Random Walk Based File Selection
The file selection is realized by a random walk algorithm over the file graph as described
in Algorithm 1. Specifically, to determine the files stored in RSBs, a RSB first issues
a number η of random walkers to separate vehicles in the communication range. Each
vehicle which receives a walker will then initiate the random walk process starting from
its anchor file. The walker is forwarded stochastically on the file graph from one vertex
(file) to another vertex (file) following the Metropolis-Hasting algorithm; the derivation of
transition probabilities in the random walk is given in Appendix 3.7.8. Once the walker
is forwarded to the anchor file, it is possible to be relayed to other anchor files stored in
different vehicles. In this case, the walk is forwarded to other vehicles and proceeds the
random walk algorithm. After being relayed for Time-To-Live (TTL) hops among files on
the file graph including self-loops, the walker stops at a file which is then selected to be
uploaded to RSBs.
In order to compute the transition probability of the walker, each vehicle needs to know
the availability and download demand of the files stored in its buffer. In the proposed
system, we enable vehicles to distributedly measure these parameters as follows:
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Algorithm 1: Random walk algorithm starting from file x
/* m: current file with walker */
/* h: hop account */
/* p: random number */
/* Pmn: transition probability from file m to file n shown in H-4)
of Appendix 3.7.8 */
begin
Initialization: m← x; h← 0; p← 0;
while h < TTL do
p← random number in [0, 1] ;
foreach file n (n 6= m) connected to file m in the file graph do
if p ≤ Pmn then
m← n;





Measurement of File Availability
The availability ai of file i is only measured by the vehicles which needs to download
file i. As each vehicle interested in file i continually issues the download requests to
its neighboring vehicles, it can estimate the file availability ai based on the replies with
No. of vehicles having file i stored
Overall No. of vehicles contacted
. Whenever the vehicle, e.g., x, interested in file i meets another
vehicle, e.g., y, which has file i stored, vehicle x would inform the measurement of ai to
vehicle y piggybacked with the download request. As such, vehicle y would receive multiple
measurements of ai. For each new measurement received, it would incorporate it with the
previous measurement using the moving average. Once vehicle x finishes downloading file
i, it can use its measurement on ai to evaluate the availability of file i.
Measurement of Download Demand
The download demand di of file i is measured by the vehicles which have file i stored. As
those vehicles keep receiving download requests from others and a portion of the requests
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are for file i, di can be estimated based on this information as
No. of vehicles requesting to download file i
Overall No. of download requests received
.
It is important to note that each vehicle only needs to know the available and down-
load demand of the files it stores. As such, the distributed measurement will not impose
much workload on the message exchange. To improve the measurements of availability
and download demand of files, we can also make use of the RSBs. In this case, RSBs
would collect the measurements from different vehicles driving through, and average the
measurements towards a more accurate estimation, then announce them to vehicles. There
would be other methods for more accurate measurements based on the vehicular sensor
networks [14], which is out of the scope of this work.
3.4.4 Protocol Description
This part describes the detailed protocol design and implementation of the proposed sys-
tem. In the system, each RSB, e.g., A, works in a fully distributed manner and conducts
the following three operations:
File Publication
Whenever a new file is published at RSB A (uploaded by its owner), the RSB A issues η
walkers to separate vehicles in its coverage. Each walker is relayed among files over the
file graph embedded in the vehicular networks following Algorithm 1, and results in one
file selected after the TTL hops. The vehicles with the selected files will then upload the
files to the RSBs which they drive through. As such, RSBs are dynamically refreshed with
new contents continuously uploaded; and this process is triggered by the publication of
new files. The value of η will be discussed later. Note that in this phase, RSB A is only
responsible to issue walkers to the vehicular network upon the publication of new files.
The files selected by the walkers will be uploaded to RSBs in the communication range of
the vehicles hosting the selected file, which may not be RSB A.
The value of η is set to make the overall number of files in the network stable. It is
dependent on the rates at which new files are published to the network and the out-dated
files are evicted from the network. Let T be the average life time of files in the network,
where the life time represents the time duration that a file is stored in RSBs. Let θ be the
average injection rate of new contents to the network at distributed RSBs. As each newly
published file will initiate η walkers to the vehicular network and finally cause η files to be
uploaded to RSBs from vehicles, the rate at which RSBs get new contents uploaded is in
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total (1 + η) θ. Let N denote the number of RSBs in the overall network. Mathematically,
the rate at which the number of content files changes over time is
∂ |F|
∂t
= (1 + η) θN − 1
T
NL. (3.17)
In the steady state with ∂|F|
∂t





To compute η with (3.18), we assume that θ and T are known which can be measured at
different RSBs distributively based on the history of file storage in RSBs. RSBs can also
exchange the measurements among each other to improve the accuracy with the assistance
of vehicles.
Retrieve Files from Vehicles
Whenever a vehicle with a selected file in the random walk algorithm comes into the
coverage of RSB A, it will retrieve the file immediately from the vehicle. During this period,
the channel of RSB A is used exclusively for the file retrieval. If there are multiple uploads
simultaneously from different vehicles to RSB A, RSB A only processes one retrieval at
one time until this retrieval completes. Once the selected file in a vehicle is uploaded,
the vehicle will not upload this file to other RSBs unless this file is selected again in the
random walk algorithm. In case that a vehicle moves out of the coverage of RSB A before it
accomplishes the retrieval, RSB i would proceed the file retrieval again from other driving
through vehicles which has the unfinished file stored. If its buffer is full, RSB A depletes
the buffer by deleting the file which has been stored for the longest time8.
Upload File to Vehicles
In the idle period of RSB i when it does not need to issue walkers to the network or
retrieve files from vehicles, it uploads the cached file to the driving through vehicles upon
their requests.
Each RSB in the system thus works in the three modes in a fully distributed manner.
In what follows, we evaluate the performance of the proposed system compared to the
centralized content replication.
8Other buffer management schemes such as LFU (least frequently used) and LRU (least recently used)
can also be used which is out scope of the paper.
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3.5 Simulations
This section evaluates the performance of the proposed system using simulations based on
a discrete event simulator coded in C++.
3.5.1 Simulation Setup
Our simulation is carried out over a 2 km×2 km regional road map on the Manhattan island
with the contour of the street layout plotted in Fig. 3.5. Each road segment in Fig. 3.5(a)
is of two lanes with the bidirectional vehicle traffic. Compromised to the complexity of
simulations, we select a bounded region on the map for our simulations as shown in run
Fig. 3.5(b). There are totally 29 RSBs deployed in the region with the communication range
uniformly distributed within the range [180, 200] meters. For each simulation run, 300
vehicles are involved in the content distribution. The mobilities of vehicles are generated
by VANETMobisim [39], in which the destination of each trip is randomly selected, and
the velocity of vehicles is controlled no larger than 60 km/s and adapted by the IDM-LC
(Intelligent Driver Model with Lane Changes) mode. The coverage of V2V communications
is set to be 150 meters. With this configuration, we have λ = 29.46s, µ = 12.19s, 〈n〉 = 4.02
and Var(n) = 6.18. In each simulation run, 200 files are initially available for download in
the network, which are randomly stored in RSBs and vehicles. Unless mentioned otherwise,
all RSBs have the equal buffer storage to cache 3 × 103 file blocks, i.e., 3 × 103/100 = 30
files at most. Vehicles have equal buffer to cache 1× 103 file blocks, i.e., 10 files at most.
The download capacity of the vehicle to RSB communication, CV2R, is 50 blocks/sec and
that of the V2V communication, CV2V, is 20 blocks/sec. Each vehicle can communicate
with one other network component at most, and the parallel communication sessions are
scheduled through the ideal MAC.
3.5.2 Verification of the Analysis
As the proposed protocol is based on the evaluation of file download delay, in the first
experiment, we verify the accuracy of (3.9), (3.7.3) in evaluating the mean download rates
〈r〉 and 〈R〉, when vehicles are inside and outside RSBs, respectively, and the accuracy of
(3.13) in evaluating the mean download delay of files. To this goal, we carry out the Monte
Carlo simulations by investigating on the download performance of a tagged vehicle. We
make the tagged vehicle subscribe to download a file, referred to as file i in this subsection,
of file size to be 200 blocks and report the averaged results over 5000 simulation runs.
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(a) Street layout












(b) RSB distribution on the road
Figure 3.5: Street layout and RSB distribution
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a = 0.1, Analysis
a = 0.1, Simulation
a = 0.4, Analysis
a = 0.4, Simulation
a = 0.8, Analysis
a = 0.8, Simulation
(a) Mean download rate and download delay with differ-
ent b





























a = 0.1, Analysis
a = 0.1, Simulation
a = 0.4, Analysis
a = 0.4, Simulation
(b) Global system utility with different CV2R
Figure 3.6: Performance with different parameters of RSBs
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<R>, b = 0.1, Analysis
<R>, b = 0.1, Simulation
<R>, b = 0.4, Analysis
<R>, b = 0.4, Simulation
(a) Mean download rate and download delay with differ-
ent a


























b = 0.1, Analysis
b = 0.1, Simulation
b = 0.4, Analysis
b = 0.4, Simulation
(b) Global system utility with different CV2R
Figure 3.7: Performance with different parameters of RSBs
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<R>, a = 0.2, Analysis
<R>, a = 0.2, Simulation
<r>, a= 0.2, Analysis
<r>, a = 0.2, Simulation
<R>, a = 0.05, Analysis
<R>, a = 0.05, Simulation
<r>, a = 0.05, Analysis
<r>, a = 0.05, Simulation
(a) Global system utility with different BR



























a = 0.05, Analysis
a = 0.05, Simulation
a = 0.2, Analysis
a = 0.2, Simulation
(b) Global system utility with different CV2R
Figure 3.8: Performance with different parameters of RSBs
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Fig. 3.6(a) shows the values of 〈r〉 and 〈R〉 as a function of bi when ai is 0.1. As we
can see from the figure, 〈r〉 remains the same with different bi, and 〈R〉 increases linearly
with bi. The analysis in (3.9), (3.7.3) matches the simulations well. Fig. 3.6(b) shows
the mean download delay the file with different bi. As we can see, when bi increases, the
download delay τi reduces dramatically which can be characterized by (3.13). Moreover,
τi is a convex function of b which validate Corollary 1. In addition, when ai changes from
0.1 to 0.4, the download delay τi reduces significantly, as in this case more vehicles on the
road have file i stored and therefore the tagged node can finish downloading faster.
Fig. 3.7(a) shows the values of 〈r〉 and 〈R〉 as a function of ai when bi is 0.1. As we
can see, by increasing ai, both 〈r〉 and 〈R〉 increases with a constant gap between the two
curves which can be characterized by (3.7.3). As shown in Fig. 3.7(b) and indicated by
(3.13), we can see that the mean download delay of file i reduces when ai increases.
Fig. 3.8(a) shows the values of 〈r〉 and 〈R〉 as a function of the mean number of
neighbor vehicles, i.e., 〈n〉, when bi is 0.1. As we can see, by increasing 〈n〉, 〈R〉 reduces
monotonically. This is because that with 〈n〉 increasing more vehicles share the capacity
of RSBs and contend the channel with the tagged node. As in Fig. 3.8(a), in both cases
when ai = 0.2 and 0.05, 〈r〉 increases first when 〈n〉 increases and then reduces. This is
because that when 〈n〉 increases, more neighbor vehicles may have the desired file i stored
and upload the file to the tagged node. However, when 〈n〉 is large, indicating that more
neighbor nodes are contending the channel with the tagged node, 〈r〉 reduces with 〈n〉
increasing. Fig. 3.8(b) shows the download delay of file i, τi, as a function of 〈n〉. As
we can see, by increasing 〈n〉, τi increases. This is because that the download rate of the
tagged node reduces as shown in Fig. 3.8(a).
3.5.3 Performance of Protocol
In this experiment, we validate the performance of the proposed protocol. To this end,
we simulate a dynamic system in which each RSB periodically publishes a new file to
the network at the intervals following the exponential distribution with the mean of 60
seconds. The index of files increases linearly according the publication time of the file
in the network. The size of each file is accounted in the unit of blocks and is uniformly
distributed between [40, 100] blocks. Files have different popularity which follows the Zipf





































Figure 3.9: Comparison between global optimal, random walk based and local greedy
content replication schemes
where α is a configurable parameter of the Zipf function. ı̂ = (imod 500) where mod denotes
the modulo operation. In this case, the popularity of files renews whenever 500 new files are
published. The lifetime of each file is set 200 seconds which results in 5 walkers generated
per RSB according to (3.18) when a new file is published. RSBs selectively retrieve files
from vehicles based on the content replication scheme presented in Section 3.4. When the
buffers of RSBs overflow, the file with the longest lifetime stored in the buffer is evicted.
Vehicles select files to download based on the Zipf distribution as aforementioned. Once
the buffer of vehicles is full, a randomly selected file is evict to release the cache for new
downloads.
In this experiment, we evaluate the utility function U = −
∑
i∈F piτi every 100 sections,
which accounts for the summed download delay of files weighted by the file popularity
within this period. We conduct 50 simulation runs upon each experiment and plot the
mean results with the 95% confidence intervals.
Fig. 3.9 shows the comparisons between the proposed random walk based content repli-
cation scheme and the global optimal and local greedy content replication schemes. The
three schemes adopt the same content upload and download operations between vehicles
and RSBs, except for the file selection strategies when individual RSBs retrieve files to
store. Using the global optimal scheme, each RSB selects a file, e.g., i, from the drive
through vehicles to store with the probability b∗i as shown in (3.15). Using the local greedy
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(b) Global system utility with different CV2R
Figure 3.10: Performance with different parameters of RSBs
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(b) Global system utility with different CV2V
Figure 3.11: Performance with different parameters of RSBs
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algorithm, each RSB selects a file with the largest value of file popularity pi to store. The
strategy of file selection using the random walk based algorithm is discussed in Section 3.4.
As we can see from Fig. 3.9, the global optimal scheme has the best performance, followed
by the random walk algorithm. The local greedy algorithm has the worst performance for
two reasons. Firstly, by selecting files with the local maximal file popularity to store, the
local greedy scheme is myopic and cannot optimize the overall performance of the network.
Secondly, without considering the storage of vehicles, using the local greedy scheme, RSBs
may store files which have already been vastly stored in vehicles, and therefore, cannot
be efficiently utilized to cooperate with the vehicular storage towards maximal social wel-
fare. Notably, in all the schemes, the global system utility U reduces over time and finally
approaches to a stabilized value. This is because that at each interval, U is evaluated by
summing up the weighted download delays of files downloaded. Therefore, in the early
periods of simulations, only files with small delays are finished and accounted, leading to
the small value of U . As time goes, files with long download delays are accounted when
they are finished, and U become stabilized in this case.
Figs. 3.11(a) and 3.11(b) show the global system utility with different buffer sizes and
communication capacity of RSBs, respectively, with other parameters unchanged. As we
can see, when the buffer size or communication capacity increase, the global system utility
increases, indicating smaller download delay of files. However, by enhancing the buffer
storage and communication capacity will lead to increased physical cost of RSBs which
discourages the large-scale deployment of RSBs.
Figs. 3.11(a) and 3.11(b) show the global system utility when increasing the buffer
size and V2V capacity of vehicles, respectively, with other parameters unchanged. As we
can see, increasing the vehicles’ buffer size or the capacity of V2V communications will
significantly enhance the network performance, as more bandwidth and storage resource are
available in the network. However, in practise, the capacity and buffer storage contributed
by vehicles are out of control. This therefore calls for an effective incentive mechanisms to
encourage contributions.
Fig. 3.12 shows the global system utility with different values of α in the Zipf function
(3.19). α = 0 indicates that all the files have the equal popularity; the larger α is, the faster
that the popularity of files decreases when î increases. As we can see, when α increases, the
global system utility reduces significantly. This is because there exists certain very popular
files which are highly requested. As such, the RSBs becomes the upload bottleneck of the
files which enlarge the download delay of vehicles. To combat this effect therefore requires
to enlarge the upload capacity of RSBs.
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Figure 3.12: Performance with different values of α
3.6 Discussions and Conclusion
In this paper, we have presented the design of a distributed large-scale infrastructure
for vehicular content distribution in urban areas. The proposed infrastructure is formed
by RSBs deployed across the city which are managed by individual entities at different
locations and form an integrated system towards the global system utility. To enable
RSBs to work in a fully distributed manner and accordingly make the proposed system
scalable to any network size, we have proposed a random-walk based content replication
scheme at RSBs. Using extensive simulations, we have validated the superior performance
of the proposed scheme.
The proposed infrastructure represents a new and practical solution on building the
large-scale content distribution network for mobile users. Within this framework, there
exists multiple interesting and open issues:
Connection to Internet: in this paper, we assume that RSBs are not connected to
Internet. This can avoid the expensive bandwidth cost to RSB owners and encourage them
to deploy RSBs. In practise, certain RSBs can be connected to the Internet and accordingly
provide the Internet contents to entire infrastructure. In this case, the location of these
Internet-connected RSBs is crucial to reduce the download delay of Internet contents to
vehicles and therefore requires appropriate deployment.
Heterogenous Users: the proposed system can be extend to provide content distribution
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to different mobile users in different environments. For example, the RSBs can be deployed
in a shopping mall to distribute store flyers to users with tablets, PDAs and laptops. In
this case, different users may have different characteristics of mobility and requirements on
the service quality. This dictates the system to take the distinct features of heterogenous
user’s QoS requirements into considerations.
Security Threat: without central control, the proposed system faces multiple security
threats. For example, the buffer storage of RSBs can be abused to store and distribute
harmful contents and even virus to vehicles. Moreover, the contents stored in RSBs can also
be polluted with the misleading and mismatched content titles. The content population is
severe in peer-to-peer networks but has not been addressed in vehicular content distribution
networks. To combat the security issues, it is necessary for RSBs to quickly identify and
filter the harmful and spam contents.
3.7 Appendix
3.7.1 Proof of Theorem 1
According to Lemma 1, given the caching profile B, we have that the usage of RSB buffer




i ≤ κE (X), where v and κ are as defined in
Lemma 1. By substituting v ≤ κE (X) into (3.5), we have










2 (κE (X) + κψ/3)
)
.
By assuming L = E (X) + ψ and substituting it into (3.5), we have
Pr (X ≥ L) ≤ exp
(
− (L− E (X))
2
2 (κE (X) + κ (L− E (X)) /3)
)
.
As such, the constraint of (3.4) can be achieved if
exp
(
− (L− E (X))
2
2 (κE (X) + κ (L− E (X)) /3)
)
≤ ε. (A-1)












log2 ε− 2κL log ε. (A-2)
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3.7.2 Proof of Lemma 2
By applying the Taylor series expansion, the second order approximation of r as a function
n can be represented as














By taking the expectation on both sides of (B-1) with respect to n, we have









where Var(n) denotes the variance of n.
3.7.3 Proof of Lemma 3
Similar to the proof of Lemma 2, by applying the Taylor series expansion, the second order
approximation of R as a function of n represented as
R ≈ bi
(













+ (1− bi) r, (C-1)
where G (n) = CV2R
n+1
.
By taking the expectation of (C-1) on both sides with respect to n, we have
〈R〉 ≈ bi
(

















+ (1− b2) 〈̃r〉.
3.7.4 Proof of Theorem 2
The mean first passage time from state (0, k) can be represented in a recursive manner as






Γ (0, k + 1) +
µ
µ+ δ
Γ (1, k) , (D-1a)






Γ (1, k + 1) +
λ
λ+ γ
Γ (0, k) , (D-1b)
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for 0 ≤ k ≤ κi − 1, and
Γ (0, κi) = Γ (1, κi) = 0. (D-2)
In (D-1a), the first term on the right-hand-side represents the mean time that the tagged n-
ode spends in state (0, k). With probability δ
µ+δ
, the tagged node transits to state (0, k + 1)
which has the mean first passage time Γ (0, k + 1); with the rest probability, it transits to
state (1, k) which has the mean first passage time Γ (1, k). (D-1b) is derived in the same
manner.
As such, we have







(λδΓ(0, k + 1) + µγΓ(1, k + 1)) +
δγ
B
(λΓ(0, k + 1) + µΓ(1, k + 1)) ,
where A = (λ+ µ)2 + λγ + µδ,B = λδ + γµ+ δγ.
In particular, via (D-1a) we have
λδΓ(0, k) + µγΓ(1, k) = (κi − k) (λ+ µ) . (D-4)
By substituting (D-4) to (D-3), we have





















































































γλ+ δµ+ κi (λ+ µ)
2
γµ (λ+ µ) + λδ (λ+ µ)
(D-6)
By substituting (3.11), 〈̃R〉 = γ and 〈̃r〉 = δ into (D-6), we have
τi =
bi (Φ− δ)λ+ δ (λ+ µ) + κi (λ+ µ)2
bi (Φ− δ)µ (λ+ µ) + δ (λ+ µ)2
.
3.7.5 Proof of Corollary 1
According to Theorem 2, we obtain the first and second order derivative of τi as
dτi
dbi
= −(Φ− δ) [κiµ (λ+ µ) + δ (µ− λ)]




2µ (Φ− δ)2 [κiµ (λ+ µ) + δ (µ− λ)]
[biµ (Φ− δ) + δ (λ+ µ)]3
The download delay τi is a convex function if
d2τi
db2i







3.7.6 Proof of Proposition 1
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≤ 0, with (F-1a) we have dU(τi)
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≥ 0, with (F-1b), we have d
2U(τi)
db2i
≤ 0, and therefore, U (τi) is a concave function







≤ 0. Therefore, W is also a concave function of bi.
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3.7.7 Optimal Solution of (3.7) According to KKT Conditions
As (3.7) is a convex optimization problem, the KKT conditions are both necessary and
sufficient for the optimal solution. Let b∗i denote the optimal solution of (3.7). Introducing
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b∗i , γ ≥ 0, i ∈ F (G-4)
where U = −
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i∈F piτi as specified in (3.1) and (3.14)
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b∗i = 0, we have
b∗i = L
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√
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3.7.8 Transition Probability in the Random Walk Algorithm
The target of the random walk algorithm is to select a file i from the file graph with the
probability bdi shown in (3.16).
Assume that there are totally V nodes presenting in the network and ai of them having
file i stored. Therefore, there are totally ai |V | copies of file i in the file graph. To select file





Using the Metropolis-Hasting algorithm, the transition of random walk constitutes two
steps. In the first step, a candidate file, e.g., m, is selected from the neighboring files of the





where sm denotes the fanout of file m in the file graph. A neighboring file of file n is the
file which is connected to file n in the file graph.
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with the rest probability the walk will sojourn in file n for one hop.
To summarize, the transition probability from file m to file n is


















MAC in Motion: Analysis of MAC
Performance in the Highly Mobile
Drive-Thru Internet
4.1 Introduction
Catering to the ever-increasing demand of ubiquitous Internet access and motivated by the
widespread adoption of Wireless LAN, the drive-thru Internet has recently been proposed
in [10] which adopts the “grass root” IEEE 802.11 access points (APs) deployed along
the road in place of RSUs as shown in Figure 1.1 to provide Internet access to vehicles
on the move. Through the real-world experiment (see Chapter 2 for details), it is shown
in [10] that using the off-the-shelf IEEE 802.11b hardware, a vehicle could maintain a
connection to a roadside AP for around 500 m and transfer 9 MB of data at 80 km/h using
either TCP or UDP. CarTel in MIT [7] further extends the drive-thru Internet with city-
wide trials in Boston. It is shown that the plethora IEEE 802.11b APs deployed in cities
could provide vehicle nodes with the intermittent and short-lived connectivity, yet high
throughput when the connectivity is available. Similar properties of the drive-thru Internet
are also reported separately in [40, 41]. Meanwhile, prominent automobile corporations
have also lunched important projects using the similar architecture for promoting vehicular
Internet communications. For instance, Mercedes-Benz proposes to deploy the “InfoFuel”
stations along the roads to fuel on-road vehicles with the high throughput Internet access
using the IEEE 802.11a radio [4].
While being seriously pursued, the performance of IEEE 802.11 in the high-speed large-
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scale drive-thru Internet scenario is still unclear due to the following reasons. First, com-
pared with the small-scale indoor scenarios, the drive-thru Internet is typically a much
larger network composed of tens or hundreds of users. Previous works in [10]-[41] largely
adopt the experimental approach; limited by the hardware, their results are attained in
small-scale networks only and can hardly provide insights into the large-scale case when a
great number of vehicles compete for communications simultaneously. Therefore, we argue
that a thorough theoretical framework which is accurate and scalable to different network
scales is necessary to guide the real-world deployments. Second, originally designed for low
mobility scenarios, the IEEE 802.11 adopts the contention-based distributed coordination
function (DCF) as its MAC in which the transmission opportunity of stations are rendered
in an opportunistic manner (refer to Section 4.3 for details). In the case of drive-thru
Internet, as vehicles have volatile connectivity due to the fast mobility, whether DCF can
fully utilize the cherished access time of users and provide them the guaranteed throughput
is questionable. As the previous theoretical studies on DCF [42, 43] mainly focus on the
static WLAN scenarios without taking the node mobility into consideration, they are not
applicable to the drive-thru Internet scenario.
In this chapter, we focus on the investigation of the DCF performance in the highly
mobile driven-thru Internet scenario by considering high node mobilities [44]. In particular,
we aim at addressing the following questions: what is the performance of DCF in the high-
speed large-scale drive-thru Internet; in what fashion does the mobility affect the MAC
throughput and, more importantly, how to remedy that? Note that the newly emerged
IEEE 802.11p WAVE standard adopts the DCF-based IEEE 802.11e EDCA scheme as
the MAC of vehicular communications, to understand the performance of the fundamental
DCF MAC is crucial to the real-world deployment of VANETs. On addressing these
issues, we provide a systematic and theoretical treatment based on a Markov chain model
which incorporates the mobility of vehicles in the analysis of DCF. Based on the Markov
model, we unveil the impacts of mobility (characterized by the node velocity and moving
direction) on the resultant system throughput and describe the optimal configuration of
DCF to mitigate the negative effects of mobility towards best system performance. Our
main contributions are two-fold:
B Performance Evaluation: We propose an accurate and scalable model to analytically
evaluate the impacts of node mobility on the achievable system throughput in drive-
thru Internet scenarios. The accuracy of the analytical model is demonstrated by
extensive simulations. Moreover, we show that the throughput performance is solely
dependent on the node velocity. Since velocity can be easily measured, vehicles are
able to conveniently assess their throughput with local information only and then
optimize the MAC in a fully distributed manner.
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B Protocol Enhancement : Based on the developed model, we propose to further en-
hance the MAC throughput by adaptively adjusting the MAC in tune with the node
mobility. In particular, we propose three guidelines of the DCF design in the highly
mobile vehicular environment, and describe the optimal schemes to determine the
channel access opportunity to fully utilize the transient connectivity of vehicles.
The remainder of this section is organized as follows: Section 5.2 provides an survey
of related works and compares our work with that from the existing literature. Section
4.3 provides an overview of DCF in and discuss the problems when directly implement-
ing it in vehicular communications. Section 5.3 describes the proposed analytical model
in detail and Section 4.5 validates the accuracy of the analytical model using simulation-
s. Section 4.6 proposes several enhancement schemes to boost the performance of DCF
by accommodating the high mobility of nodes, and Section 5.7 closes the section with
summaries.
4.2 Related Works
In this section, we highlight our contributions in the light of previous works.
Inspired by the pioneer work in [10], the drive-thru Internet has been further inves-
tigated in numerous measurement studies from different aspects [7, 40, 45]. While the
measurement studies shed insightful lights for the real-world deployments, their focus is
mainly on the link quality and transport performance between a vehicle and series of APs
passed through. As a result, they do not consider the MAC layer contention when mul-
tiple drive-thru vehicles concurrently transmit and compete for the transmission resource.
Even with promising link performance as shown in [7, 40], a coarse MAC would result in
severe collisions and chaos of transmissions to the connection-limited vehicles; therefore,
the elaborate analysis of MAC deserves.
In parallel to the measurement studies, a collection of works are devoted to improve
the performance of drive-thru Internet from MAC [46, 47], routing [48], transport [49] and
application layer [27]. Zhang et al. [46] proposes a cooperative MAC, namely VC-MAC,
for vehicle communications which incorporates the cooperative relays among vehicles with
the vehicle to roadside infrastructure communication. By harvesting the spatial and path
diversity, VC-MAC significantly improves the throughput and service coverage to volatile
fast-moving vehicles. Sikdar [47] devises a reservation-based MAC with the emphasis
on the handoff among APs. Upon the arrival to a new AP, a node first waits for the
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beacon message from the AP which notifies the available transmission slots to vehicles.
After receiving the beacon message, the node then requires to associate with the AP and
reserves a time slot for transmission. In contrast to [46, 47], rather than proposing new
MAC schemes with distinguished features, we target to an in-depth understanding of the
legacy IEEE 802.11 DCF in the newly emerged vehicular environment. The reason is
two-fold. First, DCF is the most practical and adopted MAC currently with the broad
compatibility to various portable devices in different networks, e.g., hotspot networks in
trains and buses [50]. Second, it is widely used in various projects like Fleetnet [51] and
DieselNet [48] with proven performance.
On the other hand, some research works focus on investigating the impacts of node mo-
bility on the throughput performance of drive-thru Internet. In [52], Tan et al. develop an
analytical model to evaluate the download volume of vehicles per each drive-thru. Assum-
ing the optimal MAC and fair share of airtime, the throughput of each vehicle is computed
by averaging the service rate of AP on the population of vehicles. Since the population
of vehicles on the road varies over time, the throughput of each node is stochastic and its
density function is derived based on a Markov model. [52] considers the network as a flow
of nodes. In comparison, our work investigates the throughput from a microscopic view
by standing at the viewpoint of individual vehicles. Moreover, unlike [52] which assumes
perfect MAC, we model the specific DCF in details and show the quantified impacts of
mobility on the MAC throughput.
Furthermore, an extensive body of research has been devoted to the performance eval-
uation of IEEE 802.11 DCF for WLAN communications [42, 43]. However, as those works
mainly focus on the indoor environment with small-scale and static stations, the examine
of DCF in the high speed large-scale vehicular environment deserves a fresh treatment.
To support the vehicular communications, the IEEE working group has recently proposed
IEEE 802.11p [53] as a draft amendment to the IEEE 802.11 standard, namely WAVE
(Wireless Access for Vehicular Environments). The new standard adopts IEEE 802.11e
EDCA as the MAC. As DCF is the basis of EDCA, our analytical model can be easily
extended to study 802.11p. We have considered a simple case in this work to better explain
the theory.
4.3 DCF in the Drive-Thru Internet
Using DCF, each node with packets to transmit monitors the availability of the chan-
nel. If the channel is sensed idle for a period of distributed interframe space (DIFS), the
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Figure 4.1: Drive-thru Internet in which the radio coverage of AP is divided into multiple
zones according to the data modulation rates
transmission. To avoid the case that multiple nodes transmit simultaneously when the
channel is released idle, DCF adopts the collision avoidance (CA) mechanism. Specifically,
before transmission, each node uniformly selects a random discrete backoff time from the
range [0,W − 1], where W is called the Contention Window (CW). To transmit packets
after DIFS, a node first reduces the backoff time with constant step δ, and transmits only
if the backoff time is 0. The countdown of backoff time is frozen once the channel becomes
busy due to other node transmission, and resumes until the channel is idle for another
DIFS. The size of CW, W , depends on the history of transmissions. At the first trans-
mission attempt, W is set to a predefined value CWmin, the minimum contention window.
Upon each unsuccessful transmission s, W is updated as W = 2sCWmin until W reaches a
maximum value CWmax. s here is called backoff stage. More details of DCF can be found
in [54].
The advantages of DCF are salient: First, it is fully distributed, which is particularly
desirable in vehicular communications. As frequent handoffs and topology changes are
made due to the high node mobility, the distributed behavior of DCF makes the system
quite robust. Second, thanks to the binary exponential backoff, DCF is scalable and could
be implemented for different traffic and road environments, e.g., urban and rural regions.
However, originally designed for stationary indoor networks, when used for the in-
motion vehicular communications, the performance of DCF highly depends on the mobility
of nodes, as we show in the following sections.
Moreover, with nodes at different locations to an AP, their channel conditions diverse,
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Table 4.1: Summary of Notations
Symbols Associated with Zones and Vehicle Traffic
Z Set of spatial zones in the coverage of an AP. z is an element in Z.
rz Payload transmission rate (in Mbps) of vehicle node to AP at zone z.
dz Length of the spatial zone z (in meters).
λ Mean arrival rate of vehicles to the road segment.
v Mean velocity of vehicles (in km/h) in the road segment.
nL Number of lanes in the road segment.
k Density of vehicles (in veh/km/lane) along the road segment.
kjam Traffic jam density (in veh/km/lane) at which the traffic flow comes to a halt.
vf Free-flow speed (in km/h).
Symbols Associated with Transmissions and Backoffs
Wz The minimum contention window size CWmin associated in zone z.
m The maximum backoff stage.
τz Conditional transmission probability of nodes in zone z.
πz,s,b Steady state probability of a vehicle in zone z with the backoff time and
backoff stage equal to b and s, respectively.
Tdec Time that the backoff time of the tagged node deducts by one.
pcol Collision probability of the tagged node.
psuc Conditional probability that the in-progress transmission is successful
given that the channel is busy.
psuc,z Conditional probability that the in-progress transmission is by a node in
zone z, given that the transmission is successful.
pcol,z Conditional probability that the in-progress transmission is collided and
the longest transmission in the collision is from zone z.
phcol,z The homogenous collision probability.
pdcol,z The diverse collision probability.
E [Txsuc,z] The mean time of the successful transmission of the tagged node in zone z.
E [Txcol,z] The mean time of the collided transmission of the tagged node in zone z.
E [Tsuc] The mean time of the successful in-progress transmission during
the backoff of the tagged node.
E [Tcol] The mean time of the collided in-progress transmission during
the backoff of the tagged node.
Tsuc,z Successful transmission time of a packet from zone z.
Tcol Collision time of the in-progress transmission in the backoff of the tagged node.
sz Normalized nodal throughput of vehicles in zone z.
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Figure 4.2: Three-dimensional Markov model for vehicle nodes
resulting in different data rates for reliable transmissions, as shown in Figure 4.1. In this
case, DCF suffers from the performance anomaly, i.e., the system throughput is throttled
to the minimum transmission rate among nodes [55]. To boost the throughput perfor-
mance, existing literatures [56, 57, 58] largely adapt CWs according to node transmission
rates. By assigning high-rate nodes the relatively small CWs and high packet transmission
probability, the system throughput could be enhanced. Hadaller et al. [59] first consider
the performance anomaly in the drive-thru Internet and propose a greedy algorithm where
only nodes with the best SNR are allowed to transmit. Unlike [59], in this work, we provide
a thorough theoretical study.
4.4 System Model and Throughput Evaluation
This section details our analytical model for the evaluation of DCF in the highly mobile
drive-thru Internet scenario. The many symbols used in this chapter have been summarized
in Table 4.1.
4.4.1 System Model
We consider the drive-thru Internet scenario, as shown in Figure 4.1, with nodes connecting
to intermittent and serial APs along the road. We focus on the MAC layer under the
assumption of perfect channel conditions (i.e., no transmission errors and hidden terminals)
with line-of-sight communications. This assumption is typical in literature [42, 60, 56] to
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Figure 4.3: State space of CW in spatial zone z
evaluate the MAC performance. In this case, the SNR and modulation rates of vehicles are
mainly determined by their distance to the AP. Field tests have validated the assumption
by showing the strong correlation between distance and transmission rate in vehicular
environment [10, 40, 61].
Without loss of generality, we divide the road into multiple spatial zones as shown in
Figure 4.1. The session outside the coverage of APs is denoted by zone 0. Within the radio
coverage of an AP, the road is divided into multiple zones denoted as Z = {1, 2, .., N} such
that within each zone z, z ∈ Z, vehicles have distinct payload transmission rates, denoted
by rz, according to their distance to AP. Let dz denote the length of each spatial zone
z ∈ Z. With nodes traversing consecutive APs along the road, they are regarded to transit
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iteratively among the zones in Z. The mobility of vehicles is then represented by the zone
transitions using a Markov chain model (inspired by [62]) as shown in Figure 4.2 in which
each state corresponds to one spatial zone. The time that nodes stay in each zone z ∈ Z is
assumed to be geometrically distributed with mean duration of tz, which is determined by
the length of the partition zone and the average velocity, v, of vehicle nodes as tz = dz/v.
As such, within a small duration, e.g., ∆, vehicles either move to the next zone with
probability ∆/tz, or remain in the current zone with the rest probability 1 − ∆/tz. The
limiting probability that a node is in zone z at any time is then dz/
∑
n∈Z dn. With this
model, the road could be of multiple bidirectional lanes1, and nodes are allowed to have
varying speeds but constant mean value.
Within the communication range of APs, packet transmissions are coordinated by the
DCF scheme as described in Section 4.3. We consider the saturated case in that each node
always has a packet to transmit. The packet length L is assumed to be fixed and same
for all the nodes. To address the performance anomaly, we set CWmin dependent on the
zones such that nodes in different zones transmit with differentiated probabilities. Let Wz
denote the CWmin of nodes in zone z. Let m denote the maximum number of backoff
stage in DCF, which is set to 7 by default in standard [54]. Throughout the work, we
assume nodes are homogeneous and abide to the same Wz in zone z. We resist considering
the general formulation with service differential to nodes as it could be obtained easily by
extending the developed model and, more importantly, it risks making the model difficult
to understand.
4.4.2 Markov Model of Moving Vehicles
To evaluate the DCF performance of individual vehicles, we examine a randomly tagged
vehicle and represent its status by a three-dimensional Markov chain {Z (t) , S(t), B (t)} at
time slot t. Z(t) denotes the spatial zone that the node is currently in. S(t) denotes the
current backoff stage of the tagged node using DCF. B(t) denotes the backoff time of the
tagged node at the current time slot. A discrete and integer scale time is applied, where
slot times t and t+1 correspond to the beginning of two consecutive backoffs of the tagged
node. In other words, the Markov chain is embedded in the countdown of the backoff time.
The principle of the three-dimensional Markov chain is sketched in Figure 4.2. Similar to
[42], it is important to note that this discrete time does not directly map to the real system
time; the duration between any two time slots is a random variable as the backoff time of
the tagged node could be frozen for a random period.
1Due to the symmetric locations and payload transmission rates of zones along the AP, vehicles along
different directions can be modeled using the same Markov chain.
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Figure 4.3 plots the state transitions when the tagged node is in zone z. Here, Wmax is
the maximal Wz among all zones, i.e., Wmax = max{Wz|z ∈ Z}. As shown in Figure 4.3,
upon each transition, the tagged node would have its backoff time deducted by one. Mean-
while, the tagged node would move to the next zone probabilistically based on the mobility
model described in the previous subsection. When the backoff time deducts to zero, the
tagged node would initiate one transmission attempt. If the transmission is collided, the
tagged node would backoff and selected a new backoff time based on the DCF mechanism
as specified in Section 4.3; otherwise, the backoff stage is cleared to zero. After the trans-
mission attempt, either successful or failed for transmission, the tagged node is possible to
move to the next zone and select the backoff time based on the contention window size in
the newly arrived zone.
As such, our model is distinct from Bianchi’s [42] by considering the node mobility in
three aspects. Firstly, after the deduction of the backoff time B (t), the tagged node either
stays in the current zone or moves to the next zone with renewed CWmin and transmission
probabilities. Secondly, when the tagged node moves to a new zone, its backoff time B(t)
reduces smoothly as B(t) = B(t− 1)− 1, if B(t− 1) 6= 0, unrelated to zones. Therefore, if
B(t) is large, even though the tagged node arrives at a new zone with a very small CWmin
in the next time slot, it can not benefit immediately. Lastly, the backoff stage is inherited
when switching to the next zone with S(t) = S(t+1), if the tagged node does not transmit
during the zone transition. In other words, if the tagged node encounters severe collisions,
the transmission history will be inherited in the new zone.
Given tz, z ∈ Z, the one-step non-null transition probabilities of the Markov chain from
time slot t to t+ 1 are as follows:
(i) Arriving at AP (from zone 0 to zone 1):
P (1, 0, b|0) = E [Tdec]
t0W1
, b ∈ [0,W1 − 1] , (H-1)
where 0 represents zone 0, and E [Tdec] is the mean duration of one time slot given that
the tagged node is not transmitting. P (1, 0, b|0) in (H-1) accounts for the transition
probability that the tagged node moves from zone 0 to zone 1 and selects the backoff time
b from the range [0,W1 − 1]. This is because that within one time slot, with probability
E [Tdec] /t0, the tagged node move from zone 0 to zone 1 according to the geometrically
distributed sojourn time in each zone. After reaching zone 1, the tagged node selects the
initial B(t) uniformly from [0,W1 − 1]. As the zone transition and backoff time selection
are independent, the overall transmission probability is hence E[Tdec]
t0W1
. In this work, we turn
down the DCF in zone 0 – the backoff time set to infinity and the backoff stage cleared to
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0 – as in this case nodes are out of the transmission range. As such, nodes in zone 0 have
only one state whereas those in other zones have multiple states with different values of
backoff time and stage.
(ii) Within the AP coverage (in zones 1 to N): Eq. (4.2) shows the transition probabil-
ities when the tagged node is in the coverage of AP, where pcol is the collision probability
when the tagged node transmits. E [Txsuc,z] and E [Txcol,z] are the mean time of one
successful and collided transmission of the tagged node in zone z, respectively.
P (z, s, b|z, s, b+ 1) = 1− E [Tdec]
tz
, z ∈ [1, N ] , s ∈ [0,m] , b ∈ [0, 2sWmax − 1),
(H-2a)
P (z, s, b|z − 1, s, b+ 1) = E [Tdec]
tz−1
, z ∈ [2, N ] , s ∈ [0,m] , b ∈ [0, 2sWmax − 1),
(H-2b)
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z ∈ [2, N ] , s ∈ [0,m), b ∈ [0, 2sWz − 1] ,
(H-2f)






, z ∈ [1, N ] , b ∈ [0, 2mWz − 1] , (H-2g)




, z ∈ [2, N ] , b ∈ [0, 2mWz − 1] , (H-2h)
P (z, s, b|z, s, b+ 1) in (H-2a) accounts for the probability that the tagged node remains
in the original zone z after its backoff time deducts by one. P (z, 0, b|z, s, 0) in (H-2c)
accounts for the probability that the tagged node transmits successfully and starts a new
round of backoff. 1− E[Txcol,z]
tz
is the probability that the tagged node remains in the same
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zone during the collision time. P (z, s, b|z, s− 1, 0) in (H-2e) accounts for the probability
that the tagged node encounters the collision and backoffs by one stage, all in the original
zone. In this scenario, with probability pcol that the transmission is collided and with
probability 1/2sW that a random backoff interval b is selected within the range [0, 2sW−1].
With probability 1− E[Txsuc,z ]
tz
, the tagged node does not switch zones in this slot time. (H-
2g) shows the transition probabilities when the backoff stage reaches its upper bound m.
(H-2b), (H-2d), (H-2f) and (H-2h) are the transition probabilities that the tagged node
moves to the next zone in the new slot time.
(iii) Departing the AP (from zone N to zone 0),
P (0|N, s, b) = E [Tdec]
tN
, s ∈ [0,m] , b ∈ [1, 2sWmax − 1] , (H-3a)
P (0|N, s, 0) = (1− pcol)E [Txsuc,N ] + pcolE [Txcol,N ]
tN
, s ∈ [0,m] . (H-3b)
Eq. (4.3) indicates the transition probabilities that the tagged node departs from the
zone N and enters zone 0 (out of AP coverage). In these transitions, (H-3a) is obtained
in the same manner of (H-2a). (H-3b) accounts for the probability that the tagged node
moves out of zone N after it transmits where (1− pcol)E [Txsuc,N ] + pcolE [Txcol,N ] is the
mean duration of its transmission time.
Let πz,s,b = lim
t→∞
Pr{Z(t) = z, S(t) = s, B(t) = b} be the steady state probability of the
Markov chain and π = {πz,s,b} denote the corresponding vector. Given the state transition
probability matrix P with each non-null element shown in (4.1), (4.2) and (4.3), πz,s,b could











4.4.3 Packet Transmission Time in the Contention
To solve (H-4), we first consider the expressions of E [Tdec] and E [Txcol,z] and E [Txsuc,z]
in (4.1), (4.2) and (4.3).
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Let X denote the mean node population in the road segment2, excluding the tagged









z∈Z dz/v is the mean sojourn time of nodes in the coverage of AP. Let Xz denote







n∈Z dn is the limiting probability that a node is in zone z.








, z ∈ Z. (H-7)
Here,
∑
s∈[0,m] πz,s,0 is the joint probability that a node is in zone z and transmits.
The conditional collision probability pcol of the tagged node in (4.2), given the tagged




(1− τz)Xz . (H-8)
Mean Duration of One Time Slot E [Tdec]
The mean duration of one time slot E [Tdec], given that the tagged node is not transmitting,
is comprised of the unit backoff time δ and mean frozen duration of the backoff time, as
E [Tdec] = δ + psucE [Tsuc] + (1− psuc)E [Tcol] , (H-9)
where psuc is the probability that in-progress transmission is successful given that the
channel is busy. E [Tsuc] and E [Tcol] are the mean time of the in-progress transmission
with the transmission to be successful and collided, respectively.





2Each road segment includes the radio coverage of one AP and one zone 0 ahead of it.
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where psuc,z is the conditional probability that the in-progress transmission is by a node in







(1− τn)Xn . (H-11)
Tsuc,z in (H-10) is the successful transmission time when the in-progress transmitting node
is in zone z. Mathematically,
Tsuc,z = L/rz + SIFS + ACK/rz +DIFS + δ, (H-12)
The collision time Tcol of the in-progress transmission in (H-9) equals to the longest
transmission time in the collision. Let pcol,z denote the probability that the longest trans-
mission time is from nodes in zone z or its mirror zone zmir = N + 1 − z along the AP.
Here, we jointly consider two zones z and zmir as they have the same distance to AP and
payload transmission rate.3 Similar to [56], pcol,z could be computed as
pcol,z =
{ 1
1−psuc (phcol,z + pdcol,z) , if z ≤ b(N − 1) /2c ,
1
1−psucphcol,z, if z = dN/2e .
(H-13)
phcol,z in (H-13) is called the homogeneous collision probability representing the prob-































which is comprised of three components: 1) the collided nodes are all from zone z; 2) the
collided nodes are all from zone zmir; and 3) the collision is from a mixture of nodes from
both zones z and zmir.
pdcol,z in (H-13) is called diverse collision probability representing the probability that





, and one or more
3In case N is odd and N + 1 − z = z, zmir is null with both its population Xzmir and transmission
opportunity τzmir to be 0.
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nodes in other zones with larger transmission rate. The expression of pdcol,z is as
pdcol,z =
[



















where pcol,z is obtained in (H-13). Tcol,z is the packet collision time in zone z, mathemati-
cally,
Tcol,z = L/rz +DIFS + δ, (H-17)
By substituting (H-10) and (H-16) in (H-9), we can obtain E [Tdec].
Mean Transmission Time E [Txsuc,z] and E [Txcol,z] of the Tagged Node
The successful transmission time Txsuc,z of the tagged node in zone z is deterministic as
E [Txsuc,z] = Tsuc,z (H-18)
where Tsuc,z is specified in (H-12).
The collision time Txcol,z of the tagged node is a random variable equal to the longest
transmission time involved in the collision. Given that one collided node is the tagged node

















when the collisions nodes are from zones closer to the AP than zones z and zmir, where
zmir = N − z+ 1, zlow = min{z, zmir} and zup = max{z, zmir}. Similar to (H-16), we jointly
consider a zone z and its mirror zone zmir along the AP.
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The probability that the longest transmission time is from zone m or its mirror zone















i.e., nodes in zones farther than zones m and mmir to the AP are not transmitting and at
least one node in zones m or mmir transmits.




Tcol,npctag,n + Tcol,zpctag,z, (H-19)
with Tcol,z given in (H-17).
4.4.4 Numerical Solution
By substituting (H-10), (H-16), (H-18) and (H-19) into (H-4), the steady state probability
of the intermediate states πz,s,b could be represented by that of the boundary states πz,s,0.
Therefore, (H-4) could be managed as a self-contained non-linear system with unknowns
πz,s,0, where z ∈ Z, s ∈ [0,m], and solved numerically based on the fixed point equation
πz,s,0 = f (πz,s,0) . (H-20)
As πz,s,0 ∈ [0, 1] ,∀z ∈ Z,s ∈ [0,m], the feasible region of the system f (·) in (H-20) is a
compact convex set. According to the Brouwer’s fix point theorem [63], (H-20) has at least
one solution4.
4.4.5 Derivation of the System Throughput
We evaluate the throughput performance in terms of nodal throughput sz, representing
the throughput achieved by individual node in a given zone z, and the system throughput
S, representing the integrated throughput of all the nodes.
4In our simulations, the computation time of (H-20) is around 10 minutes with the scenario considered
in the simulations.
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The nodal throughput sz is evaluated as the amount of packet payloads sent by indi-
vidual node in each transmission in zone z, mathematically,
sz =
τz(1− pcol)L
(1− τz)E [Tdec] + τz ×mean trans. time in z
, (H-21)
where the mean trans. time in z is evaluated as (1− pcol)E [Txsuc,z] + pcolE [Txcol,z].
This is because that within one time slot, the tagged node either backoffs or transmits.
The former happens with probability 1− τz. In this case, the channel could be either idle
or used by others’ transmission with the average duration E [Tdec] specified in (H-9). The
latter happens with probability τz. In this case, the transmission of the tagged node could
be either successful or failed with mean duration of (1− pcol)E [Txsuc,z] + pcolE [Txcol,z].
Overall, the denominator in (H-21) computes the average length of one time slot. Within
this duration, the tagged node transmits with probability τz and with probability 1− pcol
the transmission is successful. Upon each successful transmission, an average payload L is
delivered.






4.4.6 Derivation of Network Size
The throughput characterized by (H-21) and (H-22) are dependent on the population of
vehicles in each zone. In what follows, we show that the network size could be attained
based on the node velocity only.
The mean arrival rate λ to AP and velocity v are in general linearly related as
λ = nLkv. (H-23)
where nL here is the number of lanes in the road segment. k denotes the traffic density
corresponding to the number of vehicles per unit distance in each lane along the road
segment.
Moreover, based on Greenshield’s model [64], the node density k linearly changes with








Table 4.2: Parameter of Zones
Zone z 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
dz (m) 20 25 30 40 60 40 30 25
rz (Mbps) 0 1 2 5.5 11 5.5 2 1
CWmin,z Inf 128 64 32 16 32 64 128
Table 4.3: Default Setting of DCF and Road Traffic Parameters




Traffic jam density kjam 120 veh/km/lane
Free-way speed vf 160 km/h
where kjam is the vehicle jam density at which traffic flow comes to a halt. vf is the
free-flow speed corresponding to the speed when the vehicle is driving alone on the road
(usually taken as the road’s speed limit).








dz − 1, (H-25)
with the tagged node excluded. Accordingly, the mean population in each zone Xz can be
computed by substituting (H-25) into (H-6).
Given knowledge of nL, kjam, vf and dz, (H-25) indicates that the average network
size is solely dependent on the velocity v. As a result, vehicles can estimate the achieved
throughput via (H-21) and (H-22) by measuring its own velocity, and consequently they





We validate our analytical models using simulations based on a discrete event simulator
coded in C++. For evaluation purpose, we simulate a drive-thru Internet scenario as shown
in Figure 4.1, in which an AP is deployed along the road and the vehicles passing through
compete for communications using IEEE 802.11b. The whole road segment is divided into
8 zones as specified in Tables 4.2 and 4.3, with 7 zones in the radio coverage of AP and 1
zone representing the region outside the coverage of AP. The length and data rates of each
zone are based on the extensive measurements reported in [65], also used in [52]. Unless
otherwise mentioned, we simulate a road segment composed of 8 lanes. Along each lane
vehicle nodes are uniformly deployed and moving at the constant velocity v = 80 km/h
towards the same direction. By default, we set the traffic jam density kjam and the free-way
speed vf as in Table 4.3 such that there are X = 130 vehicles on the road according to
(H-25). Once reaching the end of the road segment, vehicles reenters the road as a new
arrival starting from zone 0. Upon each renewal arrival, we clear the transmission history
of vehicles with backoff stage set to 0. The vehicles are in the saturated mode with the
packet size L of 1000 Bytes. Parameters of DCF are given in Table 4.3, which are used
for both the simulations and the analysis. In each experiment, we carry out 30 simulation
runs and plot the results with the 95% confidence interval.
We validate the developed analytical models in two scenarios: 1) equal CW with nodes
transmit using the same CWmin in all zones, as in legacy IEEE 802.11b [54]; and 2)
differentiated CWs where nodes transmit using different CWmin values in different zones.
In each step, we change the node velocity v and network size X (by tuning kjam) to show
the impact of mobility and network size on the throughput performance.
4.5.2 Equal Contention Window (Legacy IEEE 802.11 DCF)
In this experiment, we set CWmin = 32 to all zones. In this case, nodes suffer from
performance anomaly as described in Section 4.3 such that their throughput is throttled
to the minimum value. This phenomenon is shown in Figure 4.4 which plots the nodal
throughput sn in different zones. As we can see, sn is unrelated with the data rates in
different zones. In the meantime, sn reduces when the zone index increases. This is because
that the mean backoff times of nodes increases with the increasing zone index as indicated
in Figure 4.5(a). As a result, the transmission opportunity of nodes reduces with the
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Figure 4.4: Nodal throughput sn with equal contention window (CWmin = 32) in all zones
and other parameters in Tables 4.2 and 4.3
increasing zone index. The reason for this phenomenon is that in our analytical models
and simulations, the backoff stage is reset to 0 when nodes depart from the AP. As a result,
the average backoff stage in zone 1 is smaller than that in other zones as in Figure 4.5(b),
and the following zones are also affected due to the mobility.
Figure 4.6 shows the throughput performance when node velocity increases from 20 k-
m/h to 140 km/h and X = 130 nodes. As can be seen in Figure 4.6, both nodal throughput
and system throughput reduce dramatically when the velocity increases. This is because
that with increasing velocity both the mean backoff time and mean backoff stage in each
zone reduce as indicated in Figure 4.5, resulting in increased collisions shown in Figure 4.7.
The unintended backoff time is due to the high mobility of nodes. With enhanced mobility,
nodes switch zones more often and therefore adapt their contention windows more frequent-
ly. As such, the small backoff stage in zone 1 affects the ensuing zones more easily. Despite
having the largest transmission rate, nodes in zone 4 encounter the most frequent collisions
which results in the large mean backoff time and stages and correspondingly throttles their
throughput. The large backoff stage in zone 4 also propagates to the following zones when
velocity increases, making the backoff times in {5, 6, 7} larger than that in zones {1, 2, 3}
as shown in Figure 4.5.
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Figure 4.5: Statistics of backoff time and stage with increasing node velocity, equal con-
tention window (CWmin = 32) in all zones and constant network size X = 130 vehicles
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ana, v = 20km/h
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ana, v = 140km/h
(a) Nodal throughput sn with increasing velocity


























(b) System throughput S with increasing velocity
Figure 4.6: Throughput performance with increasing vehicle velocity, equal contention
window (CWmin = 32) in all zones and constant network size X = 130 vehicles
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Figure 4.7: Packet loss probability with increasing node velocity, equal contention window
(CWmin = 32) in all zones and constant network size (X = 130)
Figure 4.8 shows the impacts of network size on the throughput performance with
constant node velocity v = 80 km/h. In this experiment, we increase kjam from 40 ve-
h/km/lane to 200 veh/km/lane, resulting in the increased network size from 43 to 216
vehicles. As a result, we can see that the system throughput reduces with increased net-
work size. This is because that more intense collisions are encountered with the increasing
number of competing nodes.
In summary, deploying equal CWmin in different zone would suffer from the performance
anomaly. Moreover, the throughput performance is keenly dependent on the network
size and node velocity. Increasing the velocity will result in the unintended backoff time
distribution and enhanced packet collisions. Therefore, adapting the DCF according to the
node velocity is necessary for guaranteed throughput.
4.5.3 Differentiated Contention Window Sizes among Zones
To address the performance anomaly and boost the system throughput, in this experiment,
we let nodes in different zones have different CWmin values and investigate the impacts of
network size and velocity on the throughput performance. The CWmin used is shown in
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Figure 4.8: System throughput when increasing network size (by tuning kjam), equal con-
tention window (CWmin = 32) in all zones and constant node velocity v = 80 km/h
Table 4.2 which is devised based on [54]. The optimal selection of CWmin in different
network sizes and node velocities will be discussed in the next section.
Figure 4.9 plots the nodal throughput with differentiated contention windows in zones.
In this case, as nodes close to AP have relatively smaller CWmin and accordingly higher
transmission probability, the nodal throughput is a bell-shape curve. Meanwhile, with
nodes in front zones having relatively small backoff time as shown in Figure 4.10(a), the
curve tilts to the right.
Figure 4.11 shows the throughput performance when node velocity increases. Similar
to the equal contention window case, we can see that increasing the velocity also results
in the monotonic decreasing of throughput. Moreover, the curve of nodal throughput in
Figure 4.11(a) tilts even more severely with the reduced throughput in the back zones. To
take a close examine, Figure 4.10(a) shows that mean backoff time changes dramatically
when increasing the velocity, while the mean backoff stage changes slightly as shown in
Figure 4.10(b). As we can see, with velocity increasing, both the mean value of backoff time
and mean value of backoff stage reduce and they increase as zone index increases. This, on
one hand, is because that zone 1 has the smallest mean backoff stage due to the renewal
arrival to the AP. With increased velocity, the following zones are also affected from that
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Figure 4.9: Nodal throughput sn with differentiated CWmin in zones and other parameters
in Tables 4.2 and 4.3
with the smaller backoff times than expectation. On the other hand, in zone 4, nodes
have large backoff stages due to intensive transmissions and collisions. This affects the
following zones as shown in Figure 4.10(b), resulting in large backoff times in those zones.
As a direct result of the reduced mean backoff time, the collision probability increases, as
shown in Figure 4.12, which finally leads to the reduced system throughput as indicated
in Figure 4.11(b). In a nutshell, the high mobility result in fast transitions between zones
which intensively affects the resulting backoff time and the throughput.
In the next experiment, we modify the zone length as specified in Table 4.2 and examine
whether the above conclusions are still valid when the length of each zone is changed.
Figure 4.15 plots the throughput performance when the length of each zone is enlarged
to four times of the default value in Table 4.2 while other parameters remain unchanged
(as specified in Table 4.3). As shown in Figure 4.15(a), when the zone length is enlarged,
the nodal throughput is also a bell-shaped curve tilted to right which is similar to that in
Figure 4.9. With increasing node velocity and fixed node density in Table 4.3, as indicated
in Figure 4.15(b), the system throughput would also reduce which is similar to that in
Figure 4.11(b). Moreover, as exhibited in Figure 4.15, both the nodal throughput and
system throughput reduce when the zone length is enlarged. This is because that increasing
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Figure 4.10: Statistics of backoff time and stage with increasing node velocity, differentiated
CWmin in zones and constant network size X = 130 vehicles
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sim, v = 20km/h
ana, v = 20km/h
sim, v = 140km/h
ana, v = 140km/h
(a) Nodal throughput sn with increasing velocity





























(b) System throughput S with increasing velocity
Figure 4.11: Throughput performance with increasing node velocity, differentiated CWmin
in zones and constant network size X = 130 vehicles
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Figure 4.12: Collision probability with increasing velocity and adapted network size ac-
cording to (H-25) with kjam, vf in Table 4.3
the zone length implies enlarging the coverage of AP. As the vehicle density remains the
same, more vehicles are therefore contending for transmissions, which lead to much severer
collisions of transmissions and the degraded throughput performance. Therefore, how to
optimally adjust the CW with different road traffic parameters is crucial. Based on our
model, we strive to address this issue in the next section of the chapter.
Recall that the network size could be estimated based on the node velocity via (H-
25). In the last experiment of this section, we increase the node velocity with fixed kjam
and vf as in Table 4.3. In this case, the network size adapts with the velocity, which
simulates a road segment in different time periods. For example, with low velocity, more
nodes are accumulated on the road according to (H-25), which simulates the busy hour
traffic. With high velocity, vehicle traffic on the road is smooth with low density, similar
to the late night scenario. As shown in Figure 4.13, since both velocity and network size
affect the throughput, the resulting throughput is not monotonic when velocity increases.
The network achieves the lowest throughput when node velocity is around 80 km/h which
happens to be the prevalent speed in the urban freeway.
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Figure 4.13: System throughput with increasing velocity and adapted network size with
kjam, vf in Table 4.3
4.6 Protocol Enhancement
Based on the observations in the previous section, we propose the following assertions as
the guideline of the selection of CWmin in different zones:
B CWmin should adapt to the payload transmission rates of vehicles according to their
distance to AP.
B The maximum backoff stage m should be kept small to mitigate the impacts of fast
zone transitions on the throughput.
B CWmin should adapt to node velocity (and network size).
The reasoning behind the first assertion is obvious: to eliminate the performance
anomaly, nodes with different transmission rates should be rendered with different channel
access probabilities to fully utilize the transient high-rate connectivity.
The second assertion is rooted in the high mobility of nodes. As indicated in Figure 4.11,
increasing velocity will reduce the throughput. This is because that in DCF, the value of
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sim, def CW 
ana, def CW
sim, 4 × def CW
ana, 4 × def CW
(a) Nodal throughput sn with m = 1 and increasing veloc-
ity

























sim, 4 × def CW
ana, 4 × def CW
(b) System throughput S with m = 1 and increasing veloc-
ity
Figure 4.14: Throughput performance when m = 1 with the constant network size X = 130
and increasing velocity
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(a) Nodal throughput sn with constant node velocity v =
80 km/h and different zone length































(b) System throughput S with increasing velocities and d-
ifferent zone length
Figure 4.15: Throughput performance with different zone length and other parameters in
Tables 4.2 and 4.3
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backoff stage records the transmission history of nodes. With the fast mobility and frequent
zone transitions of nodes, the backoff stages in different zones influence each other, resulting
in the unintended distribution of backoff times as in Figure 4.10. To minimize the mutual
interference of backoff times among zones, we should keep m small.
Figure 4.16 plots the throughput with m = 1 and increasing velocity. The network
size is kept constant with X = 130 vehicles. “def CW” in Figure 4.16 refer to using the
default CWmin values shown in Table 4.2. As we can see, increasing the velocity in this case
does not affect the throughput much. Instead, the system throughput reduces significantly
compared with the value in Figure 4.11. This is because that with a smaller m nodes
have a smaller backoff time and transmit more frequently with more collisions. Our model
is not very accurate when the contention window is small. This is because that in our
simulation and the standard, it is possible that a node continually selects the backoff time
to be 0 after each transmission and then transmits consecutively. In our analysis, however,
we do not take this case into account when computing the slot time E [Tdec] in (H-9). In
real-world, the backoff time needs to be large enough to avoid collisions and consecutive
transmissions are rare. Our model is accurate in this case, e.g., when CW is 4 times of the
default CW as shown in Figure 4.16. In summary, as indicated in Figure 4.16, reducing
m would make DCF unscalable and decrease the throughput. To compensate, we could
estimate the network size based on the node velocity according to (H-25), and then adapt
CWmin accordingly, which explains the third assertion.
Based on the above assertions and provided the node velocity, the optimal CWmin could




s.t., sz ≥ ηz, z ∈ Z/{0}.
(H-26)
In (H-26), the objective is to maximize the system throughput. The constraint dictates
that the nodal throughput in different zones must be above certain level. This, on one hand,
is to guarantee the throughput fairness of nodes with different distance to AP. On the other
hand, the upper layer applications and protocols may also need guaranteed throughput
when nodes are in zones far away from the AP. For example, multimedia applications,
e.g., VoIP and live streaming, typically pose a bound on the minimal transmission rate to
maintain effective connections [66]. Upper-layer protocols, e.g., TCP, may also require a
minimum rate of connection to ensure their functionalities, e.g., congestion control [67].
Eq. (H-26) is an integer programming problem. To reduce the computation complexity,
we seek a sub-optimal solution as follows. Assuming that the backoff time in different zones
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ana, def CW
sim, 4 × def CW
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(a) Nodal throughput sn with m = 1 and increasing veloc-
ity

























sim, 4 × def CW
ana, 4 × def CW
(b) System throughput S with m = 1 and increasing veloc-
ity
Figure 4.16: Throughput performance when m = 1 with the constant network size X = 130
and increasing velocity
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× sy and sy ≥ ηy, x, y ∈ Z/{0}, (H-28)
As a result, instead of computing Wz in all zones as in (H-26), we could assume fixed








×W1, x ∈ Z/{0},
s1 ≥ η1,
(H-29)
and adjust Wz in other zone z at the basis of W1.
Let the ratios of CWmin in different zones be same as those in Table 4.2. Let the
setting of simulators be same as those in Table 4.3, and let m be 1. Figure 4.17 plots the
optimal value of CWmin based on (H-29) with the increasing velocities (decreasing network




z , ∈ Z/{0},
in which W ∗z denotes the optimal CWmin in zone z and W
0
z is the CWmin as specified
in Table 4.2. The system throughput with the optimal CWmin is plotted in Figure 4.18.
Compared with Figure 4.13, using the optimal CWs the system throughput can improve
for around 15% ∼ 45% in different velocities.
To implement (H-29), the optimal CWs could be computed off-line at different node
velocities and then loaded into APs as a table. Based on the estimation of node velocity
and network size in (H-25), APs could search the CW table and apply the optimal CWs
correspondingly without much computations. As the network size is random in practice
and varying over time [8], the CWs applied also need to be adapted timely. Note that
the CW should be adapted slowly, e.g., at the intervals of hours, to capture the changing
traffic density in the long term. Moreover, the CW table could be coarse, e.g., mapping
the node velocity to appropriate CW at the step of 5 km/h. This avoids the frequent and
unnecessary CW adaption and thus make the network unstable.
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Figure 4.17: Optimal CWmin with increasing velocity


























Figure 4.18: System throughput with optimal CWmin and increasing velocity
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4.7 Summary
We conclude this chapter by reinforcing our observation that the high mobility of nodes
significantly influences the performance of DCF, which results in unintended transmission
probabilities rendered to nodes and finally degraded throughput performance. In this
work, we have developed an accurate and scalable model to investigate the throughput
performance under different velocities and network scales. We have shown that due to the
mobility, the network size of the drive-thru Internet is solely dependent on the node velocity,
which enables us to optimally configure the DCF by knowing the node velocity only. To
enhance the MAC throughput in the drive-thru Internet scenario, we have proposed three
assertions as the guideline of the DCF design, which are effective to mitigate the impacts
of mobility. As an immediate next step, we plan to further extend our model to evaluate
the QoS performance for multimedia applications and the QoS provision schemes in the
high-speed drive-thru Internet scenario.
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Chapter 5
Video in Motion: Impact of
Dynamics on User Perceived Video
Quality and Adaptive Receiver
Adaption for Smooth Video Playback
5.1 Introduction
To provide the real-time multimedia services such as live and on demand video streaming,
video/audio conferencing and video monitoring of road traffic etc., are, if not the most, ex-
citing and value-added services to vehicles. This, however, represents several fundamental
engineering challenges due to the stringent quality of service (QoS) requirements of multi-
media applications [68] and the highly variable channels of vehicular communications [61].
In specific, the high node mobility results in the dynamically changing wireless channels
with severe shadowing and multi-path fading, leading to the dramatically changing end-
to-end throughput and delays. In the multimedia applications, video packets have strict
deadlines of presentation. The varying transmission delays and intermittent connections
of VANETs may result in the severe delays of packet download and missing of playback
deadline, which consequently lead to the jerkiness or even frozen of video playback. To
enable efficient multimedia streaming services to fast-motion vehicles, it is therefore cru-
cial to understand how the network dynamics affect the user’s perceived video quality and
effectively accommodate the dynamic network delays in the video playback.
There are a variety of techniques appeared in the literature to address the problem
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Figure 5.1: Process of video streaming
of packet video delivery over time-varying dynamic channels [68, 69], including the rate-
distortion optimized packet scheduling [70] and routing [71, 72, 73], power control and
adaptive coding at the transmitter [74, 75, 76], playback rate and strategy adaption at the
receiver [77, 78], etc. However, most of these approaches focus on the network-side issues
which consider the network optimization in terms of throughput, delay and delay jitter;
nevertheless they fail to fully investigate on the resultant video quality from the end user’s
perspective, which motivates our work.
In this study, we analyze and optimize the user perceived video quality in terms of the
start-up delay, fluency of video playback and packet loss rate [79]. By intelligently using
the user-side resources which are dependent on network dynamics, we design adaptive
quality-driven video streaming schemes towards the maximal user utility. To this end, we
first develop an analytical framework to reveal the impacts of network dynamics on the
video quality perceived by the end user. In specific, to overcome the network dynamics, the
playout buffer is usually deployed as shown in Figure 5.1, which stores the received video
packets and delays the initial media playout for a short period until a certain playback
threshold is reached. This short period constitutes the start-up delay. During the media
playout, the packets are discharged from the playout buffer and injected to the media
player for playback. As long as the playout buffer is non-empty, the continuous media
playout is always guaranteed. Since the occupancy of the playout buffer is closely related
to the user’s viewing experience in terms of start-up delay and smoothness of playback, we
study the video quality by analyzing the evolution of the queue length under the network
dynamics. Secondly, we propose adaptive schemes to optimally determine the playback
threshold driven by the users’ required video quality. We strike a trade-off between the
start-up delay, smoothness of playback and video packet loss, by adjusting the playback
threshold. Specifically, to ensure smooth media playout, enough packets should be cached
initially in the playout buffer to absorb the variations of packet arrivals. This, however,
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may incur an intolerable long waiting time to end users. Meanwhile, to prevent packet loss
due to overflow of the finite buffer, the queue length should be maintained at a relatively
low level with less packets buffered initially. However, low queue occupancy may cause
frequent playback interruptions. Thus, the playback threshold should be adaptively and
optimally determined under the specific requirements of video quality metrics. Based on
the analytical framework, we formulate the playback threshold selection as a stochastic
optimization problem driven by the specific video quality requirements, and provide the
optimal solutions to guarantee the stochastic video performance to end users.
Our main contributions are in three-fold.
B General Modeling : We consider a general network setting characterized by the first
two moments of statistics, i.e., the mean and variance of traffic arrival rate and the
video playback rate. We study both infinite buffer and finite buffer cases by modeling
the playout buffer as G/G/1/∞ and G/G/1/N queues, respectively. In this way, the
proposed analytical model is general and suitable for a diverse range of video codecs,
video streaming applications, and network scenarios.
B Compact Solution: We apply the diffusion approximation to derive the closed-form
expressions of the video quality metrics in terms of the start-up delay, the number
of playback frozens, and the packet loss rate, and represent the video quality metrics
by the network statistics, i.e., the average throughput and delay jitters. With the
obtained results, we can evaluate the impacts of network statistics on the user’s video
quality. In a reverse manner, given the user’s specific requirements on video quality,
we can also conveniently determine the demanded network throughput to support
the required video quality. In this way, the achieved compact solutions pave the way
for quality-driven network resource allocation.
B Distributed Optimal Control : With the network statistics as an input to our analytical
model, we design adaptive playout buffer management schemes to optimally select
the playback threshold to cater to users with different quality requirements. The
proposed schemes are employed in a distributed manner via local estimations of users
only without any assistance from the networks, which is hence particularly suitable
for large scale network deployments.
The remainder of this chapter is organized as follows: Section 5.2 reviews the related
works. The analytical framework is presented in details in Section 5.3 by considering
both the infinite buffer and finite buffer cases. Section 5.4 describes adaptive playout
buffer management schemes, and Section 5.5 validates the achieved analytical results and
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optimal control schemes by extensive simulations. Section 5.7 closes the chapter with the
concluding remarks.
5.2 Related Work
Streaming media over unreliable and time-varying dynamic channels has attracted an ex-
tensive research attention in the last decade. Various network-adaptive schemes have been
proposed [68]. Our work belongs to the scope of end-system centric solutions [69] which
adapt the video from the receiver’s perspective.
The end-system centric solutions refer to the adaptive video streaming mechanisms
which adaptively modify the visual quality via the playback rate control or playout buffer
management at the end-systems based on the occupancy of playout buffer or user’s avail-
able bandwidth [77]. Liu et al. [78] propose an end-to-end playback rate adaptation scheme
based on the layer coding technique. Each receiver actively measures its local available
bandwidth and pass that to the server. Based on the echo information, the server then
determines the appropriate number of layered streams conveyed to users and hence adapts
the video compression rate according to the available bandwidth. By doing so, the visual
quality degrades with enhanced compression ratio when the end-to-end bandwidth is in-
sufficient; nevertheless, users can enjoy smooth playback. Galluccio et al. [80] describe an
adaptive MPEG video streaming framework in which the wireless channel is modeled as a
Rayleigh fading channel represented by a FSMC (finite state Markov chain). By analyzing
the channel status via the Markovian model, the available bandwidth can be computed
and the appropriate video playback rate is determined accordingly. Similar approach is
adopted in [74] where channel coding is adapted in different channel conditions which are
evaluated using FSMC. However, the source adaption schemes suffer from the scalability
issue, as the server needs to respond to each individual user to resolve different quality
requirements. When the network scales to a large size, the server can be easily overloaded.
Moreover, most of the previous works on wireless multimedia transmission only consider
a single-hop wireless channel which can be well modeled by FSMC. However, if multi-hop
wireless transmissions and heterogeneous networks are considered, the analysis become
invalid as accurate channel model in this case is generally not available.
To distribute the computation burden to the end users and hence enhance the network
scalability, some approaches have been proposed to adapt the video playback at the end
users. Kalman et al. [81] introduce the adaptive media playback (AMP) scheme at the
end user, which can adaptively tune the video playout rate according to the playout buffer
occupancy to ensure the smooth video playback. In specific, when the occupancy of playout
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buffer is above some threshold, the video playback rate will be increased to avoid the
overflow of playout buffer. This leads to the effects of fast forward to the users. Laoutaris
et al. [82] adopt the same mechanism but use the Markov decision process (MDP) to
optimally determine the video playback rate at different channel conditions.
Another prevailing way of adaptive video streaming is by playout buffer management.
In this scenario, the key issue is how to optimally determine the playback threshold to
maximize the duration of continuous playback while minimizing the start-up delay. Liang
et al. [83] establish a Markovian model to study the tradeoff between playback continuity
and start-up delay. The wireless channel is modeled as a FSMC and the interplay between
the channel statistics and playout buffer is provided under different buffer strategies. How-
ever, only the single-hop scenario is considered which can not be applied to multi-hop
transmissions. Dua et al. [84] propose to adapt the playback threshold through a MDP.
The channel is also modeled as a FSMC, where each successful transmission incurs cer-
tain profit. The playout buffer is managed to determine an optimal playback threshold to
maximize the overall profit. In [85], the upper bound and lower bound of the jitter-free
probability have been derived. However, this work only provides the probability of smooth
playback without interruptions and does not capture the interruption frequency, which is
of more interest. Instead of providing performance bounds, we provide the closed form
expressions of the video quality.
Different from the previous efforts, we consider a general network scenario by modeling
the playout buffer at the user end as a G/G/1/∞ and G/G/1/N queue, with both finite
and infinite buffer cases. The analytical model could be applied to not only the single-hop
wireless networks but also the multi-hop wired/wireless networks. Furthermore, since the
network can be highly dynamic with intensive variance, we explicitly take delay jitter into
consideration and show its impacts on the perceived video quality.
5.3 Analytical Framework
In this section, we first present the architecture of video streaming system. After that, we
describe a general model for the playout buffer and develop an analytical framework to

















Figure 5.2: Evolution of the playout buffer during media playout with buffer size N
5.3.1 Model of Playout Buffer
Figure 5.1 shows a typical architecture of media streaming [86]. In Figure 5.1, the raw video
contents are pre-compressed and saved in the storage devices. Upon the user’s request,
the media server retrieves the pre-stored content and then segmented it into packets. The
video packets are transmitted over a lossy variable bit rate (VBR) heterogeneous network
using the User Datagram Protocol (UDP)/IP protocol suite. With network dynamics,
packets arrive at the user with variable delays. Without loss of generality, we assume that
the inter-arrival time of video packets follows a given but arbitrary distribution with mean
1
λ
and variance va. At the user end, the downloaded packets are first stored at the playout
buffer, then combined into video frames and injected into the video player at the same
cadence of frame rate that the video encoder generates. As the video frames are played at
the constant rate, the service rate in terms of video packets is hence variable. We consider
that the inter-departure time of video packets, determined by the instantaneous video




The playout buffer thus can be modeled as a G/G/1/∞ queue when the buffer size
is infinite or a G/G/1/N queue when the buffer is finite. For the remaining part of this
section, we analyze the evolution of the playout buffer in the infinite buffer and finite buffer
cases, respectively, given network and playback statistics, i.e., λ, µ, va and vs.
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5.3.2 Infinite Buffer Case
We first consider the infinite playout buffer case, i.e., the buffer is infinitely large or large
enough to accommodate the whole video file. This is typically true when the end host
systems are personal computers with a large hard disk.
In general, the video playback process can be divided into two iterative phases, namely
the charging phase and playback phase, as shown in Figure 5.2. The charging phase
starts once the playout buffer becomes empty. In this case, the buffer is charged with
continuously downloaded packets and the media playback is kept frozen until b packets
are filled. Henceforth, we refer to b as the threshold of playback. Let R.V. (random
variable) D denote the duration of the charging phase. The playback phase starts once the
playback threshold b is reached and packets are discharged from the buffer for playback.
Due to dynamic packet arrivals and departures of the buffer, the playback phase may stall
when the playout buffer becomes empty again. Let R.V. T denote the duration of the
video playback phase. The charging and playback phases iterate until the whole video is
downloaded.
In this work, we evaluate the user’s video quality in following two aspects: the start-up
delay and smoothness of video playback. The former refers to the time period that users
have to wait before video playback starts, which is the duration of the charging phase D in
Figure 5.2. The latter is evaluated by the likelihood or frequency of playback frozens during
the media playout. The trade-off between the two aspects of video quality is adapted by
the playback threshold b. A larger threshold b results in a longer start-up delay, but makes
the playback less likely freeze during the media playback. In what follows, we develop
a mathematical framework to investigate this trade-off and evaluate the impacts of the
threshold b and network statistics on the two quality metrics.
Diffusion Approximation
To evaluate the length of start-up delay D and the frequency of playback frozens, we model
the playout buffer as a G/G/1/∞ queue and resort to the diffusion approximation [87, 88]
for compact solutions [89].
Denote the buffer size at time instant t by B(t). The diffusion approximation method
consists in replacing the discrete buffer size B(t) by a continuous process X(t) and model
it as the Brownian motion,




where G ∼ N(0, 1) is a normally distributed random variable with zero mean and unit
variance. β and α are called drift and diffusion coefficients, respectively, defined by β = E( lim∆t→0
X(t+∆t)−X(t)
∆t
) = λ− µ




) = λ3va + µ
3vs.
(H-2)
Let p(x, t|x0) denote the conditional probability density function (p.d.f.) of the buffer
size X(t) at time t,
p(x, t|x0) = Pr (x ≤ X(t) < x+ dx|X(0) = x0) , (H-3)
where x0 is the initial queue length. With the diffusion approximation, p(x, t|x0) can be











with the initial condition
p (x, 0|x0) = δ (x− x0) . (H-5)
By applying the diffusion approximation, we can exploit the transient solution of the
queue length by obtaining its p.d.f. at any time instant t.
Start-up Delay D
We first evaluate the start-up delay by analyzing the charging phase. In the charging
phase shown in Figure 5.2, the buffer is initially empty, i.e., x0 = 0, and the playback is
frozen, i.e., µ = vs = 0. This phase terminates when b packets are stored. The duration of
charging phase or the start-up delay is thus given by
D = min{t|X(0) = 0, X(t) = b, t > 0}. (H-6)
Note that D is a random variable. In what follows, we evaluate it by showing its density
function and statistics.
To this end, we model the charging phase as a diffusion process with drift βD = λ and
diffusion coefficient αD = λ
3va based on (H-2). Define PD(x, t|0) as the conditional CDF
of the buffer size X(t) in the charging phase. During this phase, the initial buffer is empty
and the queue length X(t) is less than b. Thus, we have
PD(x, t|0) = Pr{X(t) ≤ x|X(0) = 0, X(τ) < b for 0 < τ < t}, (H-7)
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The CDF of the start-up delay is given by




as PD(b, t|0) represents the probability that X(t) is still below b at time t, i.e., D is greater
than t. pD(x, t|0) = Pr{x ≤ X(t) < x+ dx|X(0) = 0, X(τ) < b for 0 < τ < t} is the p.d.f.
of X(t) in the charging phase.












As pD(x, t|0) can be described by the diffusion approximation with the queue length











, x < b, (H-10)
coupled with the initial condition
pD (x, 0|0) = δ (x) , (H-11)
and the boundary condition
pD (b, t|0) = 0. (H-12)
(H-12) is obtained by the event that the diffusion process terminates when X (t) = b. This
is imposed by the absorbing barrier in the diffusion process [90].
Solving (H-10) with (H-11) and (H-12) yields1











































1The solution is obtained by the method of images as shown in [90, 91].
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Substituting (H-14) into (H-8) and (H-9), we can obtain the CDF of D,








































Based on the m.g.f. g∗D(s), the mean and variance of the start-up delay with the
playback threshold b can be derived accordingly,















− E2(D) = bva. (H-19)
(H-18) and (H-19) indicate that the expected value and variance of start-up delay increase
linearly with the playback threshold b.
Playback Duration T
The video playback starts immediately after the charging phase. With a longer playback
duration T , less playback frozens will be encountered, and hence the length of T is critical
to the smoothness of media playback. Without loss of generality, we focus on one playback
phase and model it as a diffusion process starting at time t = 0. As the playback phase
terminates when the buffer becomes empty again, the playback duration is thus given by
T = min{t|X(0) = b,X(t) = 0, t > 0}. (H-20)
Denote gT (t) and GT (t) as the p.d.f. and CDF of T , respectively. Same as the start-up
delay D, we evaluate T by showing its density function.
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Given that the buffer size is b at the beginning of the charging phase, the probability
that the buffer size X(t) is larger than x at time t is given by,




pT (y|t, b)dy, (H-21)
where pT (y, t|b) = Pr{y ≤ X(t) < y + dy|X(0) = b,X(τ) > 0 for 0 < τ < t} is the p.d.f.
of X(t) at time t in the playback phase, given the initial buffer size b.
Similar to the computation of start-up delay, we have





pT (x, t|b) dx. (H-22)













subject to the initial and boundary conditions
pT (x, 0|b) = δ (x− b) , t = 0, (H-24)
pT (0, t|b) = 0, t > 0. (H-25)
(H-25) is dictated by the events that the playback phase terminates when the buffer be-
comes empty. βT and αT can be derived from (H-2).
Solving the diffusion equations (H-23), (H-24) and (H-25), we have


















































With the p.d.f. of T in hand, we are now ready to evaluate the smoothness of playback in
terms of two metrics, namely the stopping probability P and frequency of playback frozens
F .
Stopping Probability P The stopping probability P represents the probability that
the playback freezes in the middle of media playout, mathematically,
P = Pr(t < S|B(0) = b, B(t) = 0), (H-29)
where S denotes the length of the video file.





















, if βT > 0.
(H-31)
Note that the obtained stopping probability is conservative as in reality S is limited.
However, this approximation does not generate much difference as S is considerably large
compared to the video frame intervals.
Substitute (H-2) into (H-31), we have
P ≈
{







, if λ > µ.
(H-32)
(H-32) indicates that the video playback stops with probability 1 when the mean down-
load rate λ is less than or equal to the video playback rate µ. In the mean time, even if
the mean traffic arrival rate or video download rate λ exceeds the average video playback
rate µ, it is still possible that video playback stops due to the variance of packet arrivals
and playback. In the real-world deployments, λ− µ is normally controlled small to admit
more users in the system. In this case, the stopping probability P is heavily dependent on
the threshold b and the statistics of the network.
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Number of Playback Frozens F In (H-32), we have shown that when the mean traffic
arrival rate λ is smaller than the average video playback rate µ, the video playout will stop
with probability one. To shed light on how serious the interruptions of playback are in this
case, we derive the overall number of playback frozens, denoted by F , encountered during
the media playback. Let R.V. M denote the duration between two consecutive playback
frozen events, and we have M = D + T , as shown in Figure 5.2. It is obvious that F is
negatively proportional toM. In what follows, we show its density function and statistics.
Denote the p.d.f. of M as gM(t). Hence,
gM(t) = gD(t)⊗ gT (t), (H-33)
where ⊗ denotes convolution. The m.g.f. of gM(t) is thus given by
g∗M(s) = g
∗
D(s) · g∗T (s). (H-34)
Substitute (H-17) and (H-28) into (H-34), we can obtain the mean and variance of M
as








, λ < µ, (H-35)
and






− E2(M) = −bµ
3(vs + va) + 3vaλµ (λ− µ)
(λ− µ)3
, λ < µ. (H-36)
Next, we use the diffusion approximation to obtain the p.d.f. of F . Specifically, we
assume that there is a virtual event buffer BF which counts the events of playback frozen.
Whenever an event of playback frozen happens, we increase the queue length of BF by
one. Thus, the buffer size of BF at time t, denoted by XF (t), represents the number of
playback frozens up to time t. The interarrival time between two consecutive increments
of XF (t) is M, where XF (t) is a non-decreasing function of time t. Denote by PF (x, t|0)
the conditional CDF of XF (t) at time t, given the initial buffer size 0,
PF (x, t|0) = Pr{XF (t) ≤ x|XF (0)= 0}. (H-37)
Similarly, XF (t) can be approximated as a continuous function by applying diffusion equa-













coupled with the boundary condition{
lim
x→∞
PF (x, t|0) = 1, t ≥ 0,
lim
x→0








can be derived from (H-2), (H-35) and (H-36).
Solving (H-38) and (H-39), we have
















The mean and variance of the number of playback frozens at time t, when λ < µ, can
be approximated as




V ar(F) ≈ αF t =











decreases dramatically when t is large.
5.3.3 Finite Buffer Case
In this subsection, we consider the case that the playout buffer is limited compared with
the volume of video file. This is typical when the end users use personal devices with
limited buffer size and hard disk such as handsets.
The start-up delay D obtained in the previous subsection is also valid in the finite buffer
case as the start and termination conditions of the charging phase in both cases are the
same. As shown in Figure 5.2, in the playback phase, the queue length of the playout buffer
is upper bounded by the buffer size, denoted by N (N > b). When the playout buffer is
full, the arrival video packets will be dropped, which not only degrades the user’s video
quality but also results in the bandwidth waste. Therefore, a key performance metric in
this case is the packet loss probability due to buffer overflow. In this chapter, the packet
loss probability and the buffer overflow probability are interchangeably used.
Let L denote the packet loss probability of the playout buffer,
L = lim
t→∞
Pr (B(t) = N) . (H-43)
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The smoothness of playback is evaluated by the charging probability, denoted by C,
which is defined as the probability that the playback is frozen and the playout buffer is in
the charging phase at any time instant.
We invoke the diffusion approximation to analyze playback phase in the finite buffer




































− βTp (x, t|b)
]
= −µL, (H-46)
subject to the initial and boundary conditions
lim
x→0+
p (x, t|b) = 0 t > 0,
lim
x→N−
p (x, t|b) = 0 t > 0,
where δ(x) is the Dirac delta function; p(x, t|b) = Pr {x ≤ X(t) < x+ dx|X(0) = b} is the
conditional p.d.f. of the queue length X(t).
The probability density in (H-44) is composed of two parts, the p.d.f. of the queue
length p (x, t|b) when x ∈ (0, N) and the p.m.f. L and C on the two boundaries when
buffer is full and in the charging phase, respectively. λ
b
Cδ (x− b) in (H-44) evaluates the
probability that the queue changes from the charging phase to the playout phase, where λ
b
is the mean rate of the change computed as 1
E(D) . µLδ (x−N + 1) evaluates the probability
that the queue length jumps from N to N − 1 with packets being served at the mean rate
µ. More details about the rational behind the equations can be found in [93].
It is important to note that the diffusion process of playback phase in (H-44) is different
from that in (H-23). (H-23) describes a single playback phase that starts when b packets
are stored in the charging phase and terminates once the playout buffer becomes empty.
However, (H-44) represents the whole media playback process from the first playback to
the instant when video is wholly downloaded. The reason we consider the whole session of
video playback as one diffusion process in this case is that it facilitates to evaluate the long-
term buffer overflow and underflow probability in the steady state. While in the infinite
buffer case, we are more interested in the transient behavior of the queue to evaluate the
duration of each start-up delay and playback phase.
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, N − 1 < x < N,
(H-47)
where r = 2βT
αT

























The infinite playout buffer could be regarded as a special case of the finite playout




L = 0, λ < µ, (H-50)





, λ < µ. (H-51)
(H-51) matches the results of infinite buffer case as
lim
N→∞
C = E(F)× E (D)
t
, λ < µ, (H-52)
where E (D) and E(F) are given in (H-18) and (H-41), respectively.
Therefore, we show the video quality in terms of start-up delay and smoothness of
video playback with given statistics of the download and playback rates of video packets.
The mean video playback rate µ is usually fixed and given for non-scalable video. When
scalable video coding, e.g., layer-encoded video streaming [94], is used, the playback rate
can be adjustable when different video layers are downloaded. The statistics of playback
rate in this case are no longer predefined and therefore need to be measured at the receiver.
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5.4 Quality Driven Playout Buffer Management
In this section, by exploiting the obtained video quality metrics from the analytical frame-
work, we determine the optimal playback threshold to achieve the maximal user utility,
based on different video requirements of end users. Towards this goal, we formulate the
playback threshold selection as a stochastic optimization problem.
5.4.1 Infinite Buffer Case
Let D̂ and F̂ denote the maximum tolerable start-up delay and number of playback frozens
input by the users, respectively. Our objective is to manage the threshold of playback b to
maximize the user perceived video quality within the tolerable range specified by D̂ and
F̂ , mathematically,
P1 : if λ > µ,
min
b








P2 : if λ ≤ µ,
min
b













where ω1, ω2> 0 are the weighting factors and ϑD, ϑF ≥ 0 are called risk aversion factors
which are adjustable with respect to different user requirements. ζ, η are predefined scalers
such that 0 < ζ, η << 1.
Scheme P1 is implemented when the mean packet arrival rate λ is larger than the
mean video playback rate µ. In this case, with probability 1 − P the video playback can
be finished without any interruptions. The objective is hence to avoid playback frozens
while minimizing the start-up delay. $1 in the utility function is a knob to balance the
requirements between smooth playback and start-up delay. A larger $1 represents that
users are more sensitive to the start-up delay, e.g., when watching a live soccer match. ϑD
is called risk aversion factor which models the user’s attitude to the variance of start-up
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delay2. When ϑD is large, the users are conservative and require more strict start-up delay
with low variance. The constraint is represented by a stochastic bound that the resulting
start-up delay must be within the tolerable region D̂ imposed by the user with a high
probability. The stochastic QoS is considered because providing absolute QoS guarantee
may not be feasible and is typically difficult and costly for implementation in the time-
varying environment [95].
The scheme P2 is employed when the mean packet arrival rate is insufficient to meet
the playback. In this case, interruptions of playback are inevitable as shown by (H-32).
The objective is to minimize the number of playback frozens and the incurred start-up
delay. The utility functions and constraints are defined in the same fashion of P1.
Both P1 and P2 are probability-constrained stochastic optimization (also referred to as
chance constrained programming) [96]. By substituting (H-15), (H-18), (H-19) and (H-32)
into P1; (H-15), (H-18), (H-19), (H-40), (H-41) and (H-42) into P2, we have


















































































S are positive scalers. Here, the statistics
of network and video playback rate, i.e., λ, va, µ and vs, and the video length S are known
and used as inputs to the control scheme. This is reasonable as those network statistics
can be measured in real time at the user end.
Both P1′ and P2′ are nonlinear programming problems which may be prohibitively
expensive for practical real-time streaming systems. To reduce the computation complexity,
2This utility function is defined in the fashion of Markowitz mean-variance model which is widely used
in portfolio optimization.
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we apply the one-sided Chebyshev inequality, which states that for any R.V. χ and any
positive real number x,
Pr{χ− E(χ) ≥ x} ≤ V ar(χ)
V ar(χ) + x2
, for χ > E(χ). (H-57)
Using the Chebyshev inequality, together with (H-18), (H-19), (H-41) and (H-42), the

















where A and B are the same as those in (H-56). The details are shown in Appendix 5.8.4.
By replacing the constraints of P1 and P2 with (H-58) and (H-59), both P1 and P2
become convex optimization problems which could be solved efficiently. Note that compu-
tation complexity is reduced at the expanse of user’s utility, because comparing with P1′
and P2′, the new constraints obtained with the Chebyshev inequality is more conserva-
tive, resulting in a smaller feasible region. However, a conservative but fast algorithm is
desirable for practical use.
To ensure that the resultant video performance is within the tolerable region, the thresh-
old of playback b must be within the range specified by (H-58) and (H-59). To make this
condition satisfied, we could apply call admission control at the user end. In this way, the
request of playback is reject directly at agent of the end host without sending it to the
media server if there is no positive b to meet both (H-58) and (H-59). Thus, the network
resources can be efficiently utilized to provision video quality for all admitted videos.
5.4.2 Finite Buffer Case
We optimize the video playback in the finite buffer case. Our objective is to control the
threshold of playback b to minimize the interruptions of video playback due to buffer empty
and the packet loss caused by the buffer overflow. The minimization problem, in this case,
can be represented as
min
b









where ρ1 and ρ2 are the weighting factors of packet loss and charging probabilities, re-
spectively. $1, ϑD and ζ are defined in the same manner as those in the infinite buffer
case.
In (H-60), C×S
E(D) represents the mean number of playback frozens where C×S computes
the overall time spent in the charging phase. The objective is to balance the trade-off
between the video quality metrics, i.e., the smoothness of playback, packet loss and the
encountered start-up delay.
In a summary, this section provides examples to apply the achieved analytical results to
the optimal receiver buffer design. This leverages the property that the analytical results
bridge the network throughput with the user perceived video quality as,
(D,F) = f (λ, va, µ, vs, b) , (H-61)
where the mapping function f(·) could be represented by the constraints of P1 and P2 (or
(H-58) and (H-59)). In a reverse manner, we can also obtain the desired network resource
with given user requirements as
(λ, va) = f
−1 (D,F , µ, vs, b) . (H-62)
This is useful as the guideline of the network resource allocation to achieve specific video
quality requirements. For non-scalable video coding, the video playback rate µ is usually
fixed and only the playback threshold b is adjusted to adapt to the required video quality.
In this case, the presented optimization framework can be applied directly. When layered-
encoded video coding is used, the video playback rate could also be adjustable [94] and
the problem can be extended to a joint optimization framework of playback threshold and
playback rate (or video layers) selections. We will pursue the joint optimization problem
in our future work.
5.5 Simulation Results
In this section, we verify the achieved analytical results using extensive simulations, based
on a trace-driven discrete event simulator coded in C++.
5.5.1 Simulation Setup
We use two real VBR video clips, “Aladdin” and “Susi & Strolch”, from [97] encoded by
MPEG-4 with diverse frame statistics. Each video clip lasts S = 1 hour and the sequences
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are encoded at a constant frame rate of 25 frames per second in the Quarter Common
Intermediate Format (QCIF) resolution (176 × 144). The statistics of video frames are
summarized in Table 5.1.
The simulated network is shown in Figure 5.1. In each simulation run, the simulator
loads video frames from the video trace file and segment the variable size video frames into
IP packets with the maximum size of 1, 400 Bytes. The available bandwidth of the network
varies over time during which the overall variable bit rates of the channels are 10 Kbps,
500 Kbps, 2 Mbps, and 4 Mbps with probability 0.02, 0.48, 0.30 and 0.20, respectively.
The average throughput is thus 1.64 Mbps; the mean and standard deviation of network
delay are 1
λ
= 35.4 ms and
√
va = 155.2 ms, respectively. The video file is played at a
constant rate 25 frames/sec by default and variable packet rates as shown in Table 5.1.
For each scenario, we conduct 30 simulation runs and plot the mean results with the 95%
confidence intervals.
5.5.2 Infinite Buffer Case
We first examine the case of infinite playout buffer.
Start-up Delay D and Playback Duration T
In the first simulation, we verify the analysis of the start-up delay D and playback duration
T . We use the trace “Aladdin” in which λ < µ according to Table 5.1. In this case, the
playback frozens are inevitable as indicated by (H-32).
The CDF of the start-up delays and playback durations with different buffer thresholds b
are shown in Figure 5.3 and Figure 5.4, respectively. In Figure 5.3, the mean start-up delay
increases with b and the corresponding CDF moves to the left. In addition, the variance
of start-up delay increases accordingly as the CDF curve expands in width. Similarly, it
can be seen in Figure 5.4 that both mean and variance of the playback duration increase
with the threshold b. The simulation results well validate our analysis.
Stopping Probability P
We verify the stopping probability P in the second simulation using the clip “Susi & Strolch”
where λ > µ. In this case, the video packets are downloaded at a faster rate than that







































































































































































































Figure 5.3: CDF of the start-up delay D for b = 100, 300 and 500 packets, respectively
conduct 30 experiments, and for each experiment we increase the buffer threshold b by
70 packets starting from 1 packet. Within each experiment, we conduct 500 simulation
runs with each run terminated either when the playback frozen occurs or after the whole
video is played without any interruptions. The simulation stopped by playback frozens are
called frozen events. The probability of stopping is then computed as the total number of
frozen events divided by 500. It is observed in Figure 5.5 that the probability of stopping
decreases exponentially with the increase of buffer threshold b. The analytical results are
slightly larger than the simulation results because the video length S is assumed infinity
for analysis while S is 1 hour in the simulations.
Number of Playback Frozens F
We study the number of playback frozens using the clip “Aladdin” with λ < µ. In this
simulation, we conduct 500 runs and measure the number of playback frozens. Figure 5.6
plots the CDF of the number of playback frozens when b is 100, 300 and 500 packets,
respectively, at time t = S. The analysis obtained from (H-40) well match the simulation
result. Meanwhile, we can see that when b increases, the CDF curve shifts to the left which
implies that on average fewer events of playback frozens are encountered. However, the step
size of each shift is different; the mean number of playback frozens decreases dramatically
when b is initially small. The width of the CDF curves also becomes smaller with a larger
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Figure 5.4: CDF of the playback duration T for b = 100, 300 and 500 packets, respectively,
at time t = S
b, which implies that the variance of the number of playback frozens decreases when b
increases.
Optimal Selection of Playback Threshold b
Based on the above analytical results, we apply Matlab fmincon to solve (H-53) and (H-54)
subject to the constraints (H-58) and (H-59) for optimal playback threshold management.
The default setting of parameters are in Table 5.2.
Table 5.2: Parameters in Optimal Playout Buffer Management (Infinite Buffer)
Scheme Video Trace D̂ F̂ ζ η $1 $2 ϑD ϑF
P1(λ > µ) Susi & Strolch 120 sec N/A 5% N/A 0.01 N/A 1 N/A
P2(λ ≤ µ) Aladdin 120 sec 20 5% 5% N/A 0.1 1 1
We first show the impacts of weighting factors on the optimal selection of playback
threshold. Figure 5.7 plots the optimal threshold b∗ of P1 using trace “Aladdin”. In this
scenario, we can see that the optimal threshold b∗ decreases monotonically with the in-
creasing weighting factor $1. This is because when $1 in (H-53) increases, the utility of
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Figure 5.5: The simulated stopping probability P









































Figure 5.6: Number of playback frozens F for S = 1 hour, and b = 100, 300 and 500
packets, respectively
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Figure 5.7: The optimal playback threshold b∗ with the increasing weighting factor $1
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Utility of Start−up Delay
Figure 5.8: Trade-off between the stopping probability and start-up delay at different
optimal playback thresholds b∗
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Figure 5.9: The optimal playback threshold b∗ with the increasing weighting factor $2
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Figure 5.10: Trade-off between the number of playback frozens and start-up delay at
different optimal playback thresholds b∗
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Figure 5.11: Impact of θD on the optimal selection of playback threshold b in P1
start-up delay, evaluated as E(D) + ϑDV ar(D), becomes more important in the objective
and overwhelms the stopping probability. Therefore, the optimal threshold b∗ is reduced
accordingly to shrink the start-up delay at the cost of a higher playback frozen probabil-
ity. The resultant stopping probability and utility of start-up delay at different optimal







which is the portion of utility characterized by the start-up delay in (H-55).
Figure 5.9 plots the optimal thresholds b∗ of P2 with the increasing weighting factor $2.
We can see that the corresponding b∗ decreases, as the utility of start-up delay becomes
more critical when $2 increases. When $2 is very small, b
∗ is upper bounded by 2500 pack-
ets to guarantee that the resulting start-up delay is within the tolerable value D̂. When
$2 is very large, b
∗ is lower bounded by 800 packets to assure that the tolerable value F̂ is
not violated. The resultant utilities of playback frozens and start-up delay at the different
optimal thresholds of playback b∗ are shown in Figure 5.10 where the utility of playback






of start-up delay is computed in the same manner as that in Figure 5.8.
The impacts of risk aversion factors are shown in Figs. 5.11-5.13. Figs. 5.11 and 5.12
show the impacts of ϑD in schemes P1 and P2, respectively, with all the other parameters
the same as in Table 5.2. With an increasing ϑD, the optimal playback threshold b decreases
in both schemes, P1 and P2. This is because that users require a strictly small variance
of start-up delay. Figure 5.13 shows the impact of ϑF in P2. With ϑF increasing, the
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Figure 5.12: Impact of θD on the optimal selection of playback threshold b in P2
































Figure 5.13: Impact of θF on the optimal selection of playback threshold b in P2
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Figure 5.14: Packet loss probability with the increasing playback threshold b

























Figure 5.15: Charging probability with the increasing playback threshold b
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Figure 5.16: Mean number of playback frozens with the increasing playback threshold b
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Figure 5.17: Packet loss and charging probabilities with the increasing frame rate
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Figure 5.18: Packet loss and charging probabilities with the increasing buffer size































Figure 5.19: The optimal playback threshold b∗ with the increasing weighting factor ρ1
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Figure 5.20: The optimal playback threshold b∗ with the increasing weighting factor ρ2






























Figure 5.21: The optimal playback threshold b∗ with the increasing weighting factor $1
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Figure 5.22: Trade-off between the mean number of playback frozens and the packet loss
probability at different optimal playback thresholds b∗
optimal playback threshold increases monotonically which hence reduce the variance of
interruption frequency of the playback.
5.5.3 Finite Buffer Case
Packet Loss Probability L and Charging Probability C
We verify the analytical results of the packet loss probability L and charging probability
C when the buffer size is finite. In each simulation, L is computed as the dropped packets
due to buffer overflow divided by the total number of transmitted packets. C is evaluated
as the overall time spent in the charging phase divided by the whole video session length,
i.e., one hour. We set the buffer size N to be 500 packets by default and use the trace
“Aladdin” in the experiment.
Figure 5.14 plots the packet loss probability L with increasing threshold b. With a
larger b, more packets are buffered in the charging phase and therefore the buffer becomes
more easily to get filled. As a result, L increases monotonically with b. Figure 5.15
plots the charging probability C under various thresholds b. It can be seen that C also
increases monotonically with b. This is because that the charging probability C represents
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the probability that at any point the buffer is in the charging phase; with a larger b, each
charging phase is elongated, making C increase accordingly. However, the mean number of
playback frozens, computed as C×S
E(D) , reduces when b increases, as shown in Figure 5.16.
Figure 5.17 plots the packet loss probability L and charging probability C under different
video frame rates (and playback rate). It can be seen that, with an increasing playback rate
µ which implies more video frames are played in a unit time, L decreases and C increases.
This is because with a faster playback, the buffer is more likely to become empty and less
likely to overflow. The simulation verifies our analysis with various values of µ. Figure 5.18
shows the impacts of the playout buffer size N on the overflow and charging probabilities
when playback threshold b is 50 packets. It can be seen that as the buffer size increases,
both L and C decrease monotonically. This is because that with enhanced buffer capacity,
less packets will be dropped due to buffer overflow and more packets are served for playback.
This reduces the frequency that buffer becomes empty. However, unlike L which becomes




= 0.0536, as derived
in (H-50) and (H-51).
Optimal Selection of Playback Threshold b
After verifying the correctness of our analysis, we show how to invoke the analytical results
to optimally determine the optimal playback threshold b∗ using numerical examples. We
solve (H-60) using the fmincon function of Matlab. The video trace used is “Susi & Strolch”
and the default setting of the parameters are: D̂ = 15 sec, ρ1 = 50, ρ2 = 0.05, $1 =
0.1, ϑD = 1 and ζ = 0.05.
Figure 5.19 shows the optimal playback threshold b∗ with different values of ρ1 and
default setting of other parameters. It can be seen that the increasing ρ1 leads to the
decrease of b∗ because a smaller playback threshold is preferred in order to avoid buffer
overflow. Figure 5.20 shows the impact of ρ2. When ρ2 increases, the objective function
is sensitive to the playback frozen and hence a larger b is desirable. Figure 5.21 plots the
optimal selection of playback threshold b with the increasing $1. Similar to the case of
infinite buffer, with $1 increasing, the optimal playback threshold b
∗ decreases monotoni-
cally to keep reducing the start-up delay. Figure 5.22 shows the tradeoff between the mean
number of playback frozens computed by C×S
E(D) and the packet loss probability L.
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5.6 Network Resource Allocation
In Section 5.4, we show how to adaptive control the receiver playout buffer towards the
user desired video quality, with the given network throughput statistics. In this section, we
discuss on the network resource in a reverse manner, i.e., given the user requirement on the
video quality (startup delay and smoothness of playback) and value of b, how to allocate
the network resource to provision the user desired service quality. In what follows, we
first describe the mathematical framework, and then showcase the implementation of the
framework in video streaming design in cognitive radio networks and vehicular networks.
5.6.1 Quality-Driven Network Resource Allocation for Heteroge-
nous Media Flows
In the previous sections, we show how to Given the required user requirements on the
media quality, we can explore the QoS mapping specified in (H-16) and (H-32) for efficient
network resource allocation in wireless networks.
The network resource is generally shared by multiple users carrying multimedia traffic
with diverse QoS requirements on the network resource. In general, the quality-driven














Pi ≤ P̂i, ∀i
Link and flow constraints of (λi, vi)
(H-63)
where the decision variables λi and vi denote the end-to-end flow rate and network jitter
of user i, respectively. The objective is to optimize the global network welfare where
Ui (Di,Pi) denotes the utility of each user i. Ui (Di,Pi) could be the same as U in the
buffer management problem in the previous subsection except that different users may
have various weighting and risk aversion factors. As (Di,Pi) are dependent of (λi, vi)
shown in (H-16) and (H-32), the NUM problem is to determine the optimal (λi, vi) to
achieve the maximal overall utility. The first two constraints specify the required media
quality of individual users. The third constraint specifies the feasible solutions of (λi, vi)
constrained by the available link capacity and flow conservation (i.e., the connectivity and
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continuity of media flows). To solve the NUM problem, the required media performance
of each user i in terms of (Di,Pi) is first translated into the demanded network resources
in terms of (λi, vi) using the QoS mapping in (H-16) and (H-32), and then the network
resource is managed to meet the demanded (λi, vi) so as to maximize the overall network
utility.
5.6.2 Case Study
Smooth Video Delivery in Cognitive Radio Networks
The cognitive radio (CR) networks allow a group of CR users to dynamically access the idle
spectrums when spectrums are not used by the li-censed users; the CR users are dictated
to vacate the channels instantaneously once the licensed users are online. By doing so,
the wasted spectrum can be recycled to improve the spectrum utilization. However, as
CR users need to keep switching channels to avoid the possible interference to the licensed
users, paired with mutual contention among CR users, the down-load of CR users tend
to be turbulent and unstable, which poses significant challenges to the high-quality video
streaming in CR networks.
To provide smooth video delivery to CR users in the dynamic system, we propose an
adaptive channel spectrum allocation scheme in [98] based on the cross-layer framework (H-
63). In specific, we consider two groups of users coexisting in the system, video users and
best effort users. The former downloads the inelastic video traffic from the network, and
the latter downloads elastic data traffic. Therefore, the two groups of users have distinct
QoS requirements. The video users demand relatively static download rate to support
the smooth video playback characterized by QoE; whereas the best effort users require
lower bounded download rate to enable on-top applications. Based on the instantaneous
channel status and different QoS requirements of users, we adaptively allocate the channel
spectrums to users, which affects their download rates. Therefore, video users are rendered
with different QoE which can be evaluated by (H-16) and (H-32). By feeding this to (H-63),
the spectrum allocation is configured to maximize the integrated utility of all CR users.
Figure 5.23 plots the resultant video frozen probability of video users when the proposed
algorithm is applied, compared with the random and greedy channel allocations. As we
can see, the proposed scheme can achieve much lower video frozen probability compared
to traditional heuristics.
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Figure 5.23: Video frozen probability with different channel allocation schemes in CR
network
QoE-oriented Video Streaming in Vehicular Networks
In VANET, due to the limited coverage of infrastructure, Internet video streaming to the
highly mobile vehicles typically involves both the V2I communication and the multi-hop
V2V relays from the gateway to the destination vehicles. The intermittent connectivity
of the video streaming path paired by the severe interference among vehicles make the
smooth video streaming a very challenging task.
[99] has developed a QoE-oriented video stream routing protocol steaming from the
cross-layer design framework in (H-63). Given the video playback rate and playback thresh-
old b, the optimal packet retransmission scheme is proposed to attain the best QoE. In
specific, due to the volatile wireless channel, coupled with the interference and contentions
among vehicles in proximity, packet delivery to vehicles may suffer from severe packet loss-
es. The retransmissions are used to correct the errors. This, however, prolongs the packet
delivery and may lead to the underflow of playout buffer, which results in the frozen of
video playback. On addressing this issue, [99] first evaluates the impact of packet retrans-
missions on the video download rate to each user and the resultant QoE (startup delay
and probability of playback frozen) of users according to (H-16) and (H-32). The optimal
retransmissions are designed based on (H-63) with the constraints subject to the tolerable
QoE of users, i.e., upper bounded start-up delay and probability of frozen.
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5.7 Summary
In this chapter, we have developed a mathematical framework to study the impacts of
network dynamics on the perceived video quality of end users. We have evaluated the user’s
perceptual quality, in terms of the start-up delay, playback smoothness, and the packet loss
probability, and represented them by the network statistics and the threshold of playback
in closed-form expressions. We have shown how to invoke the analytical framework to
guide the playout buffer design. The analytical results have been verified by extensive
simulations.
We envision the future research in two dimensions. First, we will study efficient mea-
surement schemes of the statistics of download and playback rates at the receiver and
extend the analysis by taking the scalable video coding and time-dependent packet arrival-
s into account. Second, we will implement the proposed buffer management schemes in
real-world applications and test them under different network scenarios, such as the buffer
management for peer-to-peer on demand video streaming and handset buffer management
for 3G cellular video streaming.
5.8 Appendix
5.8.1 Diffusion Approximation of pD(x, t)
Let 0 < τ1 < τ2 < · · · be the intervals between the arrival packets in the renew phase,
which are i.i.d. random variables with mean and variance 1
λ
and va, respectively. Let S(n)





Let N(t) be the number of arrivals until time t, or equivalently, the queue length at time
t. Let us consider the short period [0,∆] with start of video downloading synchronized to
time 0. Apparently,
Pr{S(n) < ∆} = Pr{N(∆) ≥ n}. (H-65)
As S(n) is the sum of i.i.d. random variables {τi; i = 1, ..., n}, when ∆ is sufficiently
large, with central limit theory,















With (H-65), we have














For sufficiently long period ∆, the distribution of N(∆) is concentrated around n ≈ λ∆.
Substitute it into (H-67), yielding


















where α = λ3va.
Apparently, p(x, t) follows the diffusion equation as in (H-4). With the boundary
condition N(t) > 0 and the absorbing state b imposed, the p.d.f. of queue length in the
renew phase can hence be characterized by the diffusion equations shown in (H-10), (H-11)
and (H-12).
5.8.2 Derivation of g∗D(s)






















and its Laplace transform by
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5.8.3 Derivation of C and L




































subject to the initial and boundary conditions
p (0,∞|b) = 0,
p (N,∞|b) = 0.





− βTp (x,∞|b) = −
λ
b
CΦ (x− b) + µLΦ (x−N + 1) + λ
b
C, (H-78)
where Φ (x) =
{
0, x < 0,
1, x ≥ 0.










Solving (H-79), we have
p (x,∞|b) = λC
bβT
(erx − 1) ,
where r = 2βT
αT
.





− βTp (x,∞|b) = 0, (H-80)
which yields











− βTp (x,∞|b) = −µL, (H-82)
which yields























, N − 1 ≤ x < N.
(H-84)
When x = N − 1, with (H-81) and (H-83), we have


























p (x,∞|b) dx+ C + L = 1, (H-87)
























5.8.4 Derivation of (H-58) and (H-59)
We show how to apply the Chebyshev inequality (H-57) to derive (H-58) and (H-59),
respectively.

















































As D̂ ≥ E (D) = b
λ



























































In addition, b be set such that F̂ ≥ E (F) = A
b
, i.e., b ≥ A
F̂











Conclusion and Future Work
6.1 Conclusion
This dissertation reports our research work on enabling the efficient and QoS (and QoE)
guaranteed vehicular content distribution networks. With the distinguished large-scale
and dynamic features of vehicular networks, our target is to explore the efficient, scalable
and, more importantly, practical solutions. To this end, a comprehensive and system-
atic study which optimizes and even redesigns the communication layers and entities to
address those new features and challenges is necessary. In this chapter, we summarize
our research outcome from the perspectives of network scheduling, end user adaption and
system architecture, respectively.
6.1.1 System Architecture Programming
In vehicular communications, RSUs behave as the data depots or injection points to pro-
vide the rich Internet contents and applications to vehicles on the road. In order to provide
the ubiquitous coverage and guaranteed service to vehicles, the large-scale deployment of
RSUs is necessary. This, however, is a daunting task due to the intense installation and
maintenance cost. In Chater 3, our goal is to develop a practical and cost-effective solution
on building the large-scale infrastructure dedicated for the vehicular communications. To
this end, we design RSB which is a buffer device with the wireless transceiver to communi-
cate with vehicles. The RSBs are installed and managed by distributed individuals in the
city, such as grocery stores, movie theatres, schools, etc., on the purpose of distributing
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their own contents to users on the road, such as flyers, movie tailors, etc. Within this
framework, we propose distributed content replication algorithm to manage distributed
RSBs across the city to optimally utilize their buffer storage and self-organize as a whole
to the enable QoS guaranteed content distribution to users. Using extensive simulations,
we show the effectiveness of the proposed framework and algorithm.
6.1.2 Network Resource Allocation
In the presence of intense network dynamics, how to fully utilize the varying network
resource towards the global welfare of the system is a fundamental issue of the vehicular
networking. In order to conduct effective network control and resource allocation, the
accurate evaluation of system performance which fully considers the unique features of the
vehicular network is foremost. This motivates our research in Chapter 4 on the evaluation
of the fundamental DCF MAC in the drive-thru Internet scenario (or V2R communication).
In Chapter 4, we first establish a three-dimension Markov chain model which captures the
vehicle mobility in the modeling of DCF operations. Using the developed model, the
resultant nodal and system throughput can be derived with different vehicular velocities
and configurations of the DCF MAC. In this manner, the developed model can provide
insightful guidance for the real-world deployment of the drive-thru Internet systems. Based
on the developed model, we then propose multiple enhancement mechanisms of DCF to
further improve the MAC performance of the highly dynamic vehicular networks. Lastly,
using extensive simulations, we verify the accuracy of the proposed analytical model and
validate the performance of the proposed enhancement mechanisms.
6.1.3 End User Adaption
The basic goal of any communication systems is to provide the users with their desired
service quality of applications. Therefore, to investigate on the specific user requirements
and provide the corresponding service guarantee is the fundamental issue in the commu-
nication system design. This, however, is a very challenging issue due to the gap between
QoE and QoS. The QoE refers to the general satisfaction of users on the service which is
often subjective and obscure; it may change with different users and is typically affected
by the a variety of personal and environmental factors such as modes, knowledge of users,
darkness of the theater, hardware devices, etc. The QoS is defined from the network per-
spective in terms of data throughput, transmission delay and packet loss probability, etc.
In order to adopt effective network resource allocation to achieve the guaranteed QoE at
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the end user, the foremost issue is to bridge QoS and QoE with an effective mathematical
translation. In Chapter 5 of the dissertation, we focus on the real-time media streaming
applications and establish an analytical model to represent the QoE metrics (in startup
delay and smoothness of playback) by the QoS metrics (in mean and variance of download
throughput). Our model applies the queueing theory to analyze the receiver playout buffer
from the user’s perspective. Using the statistics of the network download rate as the input
to the model, we are able to derive the distribution of the startup delay and the likelihood
of smooth playback throughout the video playout session. Moreover, based on the model,
we are able optimally control the threshold of media playback and accordingly adapt the
video playback strategy at the receiver based on the user’s preferences given the available
network bandwidth.
6.2 Future Work
Towards the efficient, low-cost and ubiquitous content distribution to vehicles, there are
still many open issues remaining to be solved. Next we outline several interesting directions
for future work.
6.2.1 Cooperative Communication of Heterogenous Network
It has already been a common practice that many wireless access technologies, such as
WiFi and 3G/4G cellular networks, now coexist in the city. As the vehicular networking is
still in its infancy stage, to utilize and cooperatively work with the existing mature access
techniques is important not only to speed up the deployment of VANETs and but also
to improve the service quality that can be provided to VANET users. However, differen-
t access technologies typically have diverse features in terms of the communication cost,
availability and coverage. For example, the cellular networks can provide ubiquitous cov-
erage but are at some monetary cost on bandwidth. The WiFi hotspots can provide the
high-rate connections to the public but are managed and operated by private owners; they
are only open to others at the prerequisite of not harming to the service quality of their
own users. The RSUs are dedicated and exclusively used for vehicular communications,
but may be sparsely deployed at the early stage of VANETs. As vehicles have a very large
mobility region spanning several tens or hundreds of miles, to explore the random access
opportunities of different access networks along the moving trajectory is a practical and
important solution to enhance of performance of VANETs. For example, according to the
deadline of transmissions, the data can be transmitted through different access networks.
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In this case, the content with an urgent transmission deadline can be delivered immediately
through the “always-on” cellular connections, whereas the contents without strict dead-
line can be delivered through the opportunistic connections to WiFi networks or RSUs.
However, as the different access networks impose different cost on the communications and
are various in availabilities and data rates, an efficient design at vehicles is necessary to
optimally determine the communication strategy based on the specific QoS of users and
mobility features of vehicles to maximize the service quality and meanwhile minimize the
communication cost.
6.2.2 Vehicular Social Network Design
With the limited access to the infrastructure and Internet accordingly, the vehicular net-
works face the shortage of contents. For example, on the highway vehicular networks,
the RSUs may be sparsely deployed whereas other networks, such as WiFi and cellular
networks are not sufficient as a complementary. Although the V2V communications can
be used to enhance the communication bandwidth for content delivery, without sufficient
RSUs as the data depots and the high-rate Internet connections, Internet contents cannot
be retrieved, and VANETs can hardly be attractive to users as there simply are no desir-
able contents to drive the download. In this case, we can rely on the social networks to
encourage users to spontaneously create contents and distribute to the crowd in proximity.
Specifically, the social networks, such as Facebook and Twitter, make them successful by
enabling individuals to contribute the knowledge and content information to the commu-
nity. When being transplanted to the vehicular networking, it can be used to explore the
localized content information, such as traffic and weather conditions, local activities and
news, among vehicular users on the road and distribute to each other using V2V connec-
tions only without the involvement of Internet and RSUs. However, the infrastructure-less
vehicular social network may face the challenges imposed by the fast motion and transient
connectivity of vehicles. Meanwhile, how to enable users to quickly identify the interested
information and social friends in the network is also challenging.
6.2.3 Incentive Mechanism Design and Content Pollution Issue
Without sufficient infrastructure support, especially in the early stage, VANETs typically
rely on distributed vehicles to contribute their buffer, power and bandwidth resources to
cache and relay contents for each other. However, users tend to be selfish and are reluctant
to help if doing so will not incur matching rewards to them. This may finally result in the
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tragedy of the commons, and therefore the incentive mechanism is necessary to encourage
contributions and punish the free-riding and selfish behaviors. However, as VANETs are
typically large-scale and distributed in nature with the high and wide-range node mobility,
any centralized control is not practical which calls for a fully distributed and efficient
design.
In addition to the free-riding issue, the content pollution issues can also be severe
in vehicular networks. Specifically, the content pollution refers to the fake duplicates of
contents which have the similar size and meta data, such as title, authors, as the original
copy of contents, but are useless to users or even harmful with virus. The content pollution
issue is severe in the peer-to-peer networks [100] which is the counterpart of the mobile ad
hoc network in general and VANETs in particular in the wired network. As in vehicular
networks, due to the anonymity of users and lack of the central controller, the content
pollution may cause severe cost to users with the poor service quality or even hardware
damage. Therefore, the design of incentive mechanisms should not only forbid the selfish
behavior of users, but also need to timely identify and punish the malicious nodes which
spread the polluted contents or conduct other security attacks.
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